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Introduction
APE 2007 was held in Berlin on 23–24 January 2007 under the Auspices of the EU Research
Directorate-General and under the Patronage of Dr. Annette Schavan, Federal Minister of Education
and Research in Germany.
Reading the contributions before the ‘imprimatur’ for this special issue of “Information Services &
Use”, we can conclude, that APE 2007 was or must have been a very interesting conference. It has taken
much more time then expected for the publisher IOS Press to collect all papers. With the great help of our
rapporteurs Björn Ortelbach and Dr. Chris Armbruster, who also wrote a “Short Report” immediately
after the conference, we were able to present a draft text to some of the speakers.
Unfortunately we are not able to reproduce the many questions and answers from the discussions,
a very important element of any conference.
On behalf of the Organisers and the Programme Committee we would like to thank the Chairmen, the
Speakers and the participants for their contributions. We certainly also want to thank the many sponsors,
who have significantly contributed to the high level of APE 2007. They are listed in the back of this
issue.
APE conferences provide an independent and international platform where academic, educational and
professional publishers, university presses, librarians, scientists, authors, editors, teachers, learned and
professional societies and associations, funding agencies, politicians and policy makers, subscription
agencies and booksellers, recruiting agencies as well as technology providers can present visions and
views, exchange experiences and discuss opportunities and challenges.
Dr. Karl-Peter Winters, on behalf of the German Association of Publishers and Booksellers (Börsenverein):
European dialogue on the future of publishing is hugely important. The intensive discussions at APE
2007 earlier this year and APE 2006, the first-ever conference on ‘Academic Publishing in Europe’
made this obvious. Professionals from libraries, publishing companies, academic institutions and international associations debated their sometimes very different perspectives, requirements and views,
exchanging information and know-how.
The next conference has been announced already: the third APE conference will be held 22–23 January 2008 in the Leibniz Room of the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences at the famous Gendarmenmarkt in Berlin, preceded by the Education & Training Course for Younger Academic Publishers (YAP) on 21 January 2008, which is offered again with special support from the EU Research
Directorate-General.
For more and actual information please see: www.ape2008.eu.
Looking forward to seeing you in Berlin in 2008!
Arnoud de Kemp
Editor
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Welcome
Dr. H. C. Karl-Peter Winters
German Association of Publishers and Booksellers
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Colleagues,
European dialogue on the future of publishing is hugely important. The intense discussions last year at
what was the first-ever conference on “Academic Publishing in Europe” made this obvious. Professionals
from libraries, publishing companies, academic institutions and international associations debated their
sometimes very different perspectives, requirements and views, exchanging information and know-how.
There has been a big demand for the conference this year too – I am delighted that you are all here today.
You are very welcome!
As chair of the Publishers Committee within the Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels – Germany’s association of booksellers, publishers and the intermediate book trade, – and as a publisher of
scientific publications, I am confronted daily by the way in which technological options are changing our
industry. Shifting patterns in the enquiry and buying behaviour of customers affect us as publishers just
as much as do changes in marketing methods among our competitor publishing companies (think open
access), or the use of technical possibilities by university teachers, libraries, academics and students.
In Germany, however, the situation facing academic publishing is also changing because the politicians are seeking to drastically restructure the background conditions in a way that is unreasonable for
us as publishers. This is why we have been involved in intense discussions since the beginning of last
year with the education minister, Annette Schavan, who is also patron of this event. At the suggestion of
Ms Schavan, we are working with representatives from libraries and academic institutions in an effort to
develop innovative concepts that demonstrate free enterprise solutions for cooperation between publishing companies, libraries and institutes in the context of digitisation, so that the legislator does not have
to intervene with rules and regulations in a system that will regulate itself.
I am very pleased that at the end of last year, we managed to agree with the German Library Association on a joint statement which makes it clear that, for all our conflicting views, we are above all united
by our interest in and love of text, of knowledge and of books. So I hope that during this conference too,
we never lose sight of the originators, the authors.
German publishers normally operate within a limited and protected linguistic sphere. But in the STM
sector, globalisation has long since caught up with us. What is new, however, is that thanks to the Internet,
the relationship to publications and publishing in general has changed. Anyone and everyone can write
publications and make them available openly on the net. This is why we publishers must increasingly
concern ourselves with securing the quality of contents, with protecting the intellectual property of our
authors, with selecting knowledge and making it easy to find. Google shows us the way when it comes
to searching and finding, but a great many improvements are still needed in order for texts and also
illustrations and photos to be really well and meaningfully structured on the Internet, so that they are
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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found quickly, can be read and used to learn and work with. This, not least of all, is one of the topics at
this conference.
In this context, an important project for the Börsenverein has been the “Volltextsuche online” – “Fulltext Search Online” platform which will give Börsenverein members the opportunity to place digitised
versions of full texts on a shared website platform and make the texts available to search and find. The
project has been very positively welcomed, not just by publishers and booksellers in Germany, but by
other European associations as well.
You are all aware of the efforts being made by the European Commission to make a digital library
accessible to readers throughout Europe, with all available information contents and European texts.
We certainly welcome and support these efforts. But we would also like to ensure that one aspect is
always taken into account in all such initiatives: the protection of copyright must make up the unalterable
basis of all planning. For a publishing company, the marketing of its texts are at the forefront, and the
company has to see to it that its authors’ rights are protected. Over the course of the next two days, we
will certainly be discussing in detail the forms that texts may take and the formats in which they can
be published or made accessible, the various business models behind this and the options available to
academic publishing.
I wish us all many new insights and that we enjoy ourselves!
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APE 2007: Pre-conference day – “Embracing
Change” Workshop: University presses and
open access
Presentation: Isabella Meinecke, Hamburg University Press, State and University Library
of Hamburg
Abstract. The situation of academic publishing is changing. Rises in prices, decreasing libraries’ budgets, increasing academic
output, and new possibilities of publishing in the digital age correspond to the need of new strategies in publishing. In Germany,
recently founded university presses are considered as one response to the challenge. Associated with academic libraries, they
support open access publishing and offer print on demand. The workshop was about to explore the role of university presses
and open access in present and future academic publishing.

1. Summary of the discussion
Participants of the workshop were professionals from university presses, open access publishing
houses and other publishing institutions as well as students and others interested in the theme. Discussion was very open and touched a wide range of themes also reflecting on the presentations in the
morning (Web 2.0, understanding publishing through the understanding of human behaviour, open access). Participants were interested in new ways of academic publishing. Information about UPs could
be more, their profile more distinct. Business models have also been discussed; existing sustainable
business models from open access publishing were presented.
My personal summary: University presses carry names that people automatically connect to the traditional way of publishing. Present UPs have to make clear that even if they stand in a long and –
concerning quality – binding tradition, they face challenges in the digital age and urge themselves on
fulfilling scholarly needs concerning worldwide sustainability and visibility. Acting local, they focus on
global ideas and strategies, helping scholars to be published and perceived. Being close to universities,
libraries and scholars, they participate in innovative publishing models or projects and can become an
experimental ground for cooperation and future-oriented scholarly publishing.
2. Text of the presentation (short version presented on the occasion of the workshop)
May I start with a quotation: In the opening session this morning, someone stated: “We have to rethink
our role as publishers because the publishing situation is undoubtedly changing”. University presses and
open access respond to the challenge of this alteration.
I start participating in Hamburg University Press1 in 2002. Founded by the University of Hamburg
1

http://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de.
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and associated with the regional computer centre (and not with the State and University Library2 as
it is nowadays), the act of establishing a publishing house was a direct response to what is called the
“serials crisis” or more generally speaking, the “publication crisis”. There also existed a strong interest in
exploring new ways of publishing according to the possibilities offered by the Internet. From the first day
on, Hamburg University Press has had the aim or mission to support open access by offering electronic
publications for free download. Our authors had (and still have) the opportunity of getting their works
published in print, to be more precise: high quality print on demand. Almost all of them want the whole
package: the classic print publication as well as the electronic one. Open access is obligatory.
By having mentioned the keywords, here we are right in the middle of the theme we are about to
explore. Let me first give you a short introduction to the development of Anglo-American university
presses (UPs) and afterwards to university presses in Germany. This seems necessary because UPs of
these countries were often compared (at least in Germany) and also measured in comparison. I will
shortly touch on the theme of the publication crisis and close with Open Access in order to open a
hopefully vivid discussion.
2.1. Anglo-American university presses
University presses almost exist as long as there are printable letters. 1586 is regarded as the year
when Oxford University Press3 was founded. In 1534 Cambridge University Press4 was established by
privilege of King Henry VIII. That makes the publishing house the oldest still existing UP in the world.
In the United States, most UPs were founded at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the
20th century (e.g. Cornell University Press5 in 1869, Johns Hopkins University Press6 in 1878, UPs in
Harvard7 in 1913, in Stanford8 in 1917).
What was the aim of the foundings? Allow me to cite – surely not unfamiliar to you – Daniel Coit
Gilman, president of the Johns Hopkins University, who stated in the late 1880s:
It is one of the noblest duties of a university to advance knowledge, and to diffuse it not merely
among those who can attend the daily lectures – but far and wide [9].
This, by the way, can still be considered as the crucial mission of UPs. But why having established
UPs and not having used the already existing dissemination channels? Already in the 1880s, commercial
publishing was a highly competitive business. Because the costs for scholarly publishing were high and
the markets small, publishing highly specialised or innovative research would not have been attractive to
publishers, and thus it would be left unseen. If the universities were to create new knowledge, they also
have to take the responsibility for disseminating it. As non-profit enterprises, university presses sought
(and still seek) to fulfil the university’s mission of serving the public through education, rather than of
maximizing profits.
2

http://sub.uni-hamburg.de.
http://www.oup.co.uk/.
4
http:// www.cambridge.org/.
5
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/index.html.
6
http://www.press.jhu.edu/.
7
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/.
8
http://www.sup.org/.
3
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In the first decades of the 20th century more UPs were established. In 1966, the AAUP9 – the Association of American University Presses – was founded: it started with 66 members, now being the head
organisation of more than 100 UPs. The AAUP supports scholarly publishing by scholars themselves.
Being connected with the political situation (Cold war, federal financial support of the universities),
UPs boomed in the 60s. The boom ended in 1970, when the so-called publication crisis began. Due to
decreasing budgets, libraries reduced purchasing scholarly monographs, particularly in the humanities
and social sciences. This had an effect on American UPs, who sold 80% of their monographs to libraries.
And in addition to the aggravation of market conditions, universities themselves questioned the existence
of UPs. The UPs reacted by looking for sponsors and federal support as well as exploring new nonscholarly markets. In doing so, they become more independent of their universities.
Having a restraint position to electronic publishing in the beginning, UPs (and not only AngloAmerican ones) begin to consider e-publishing as a way out of the publishing crisis. Libraries are innovative on this sector, so UPs and libraries intensify their cooperation.
2.2. The publication crisis
Let me come back on the issue of publication crisis. What does that mean? The concentration process
on the publishing market led to often extreme rises in prices, especially in the core journal market.
In Germany, the public often pays three times for scholarly content: First, the scholar who produces
content is paid. Second, supplies for publishing research results are paid to publishing houses. Third,
libraries pay for the published results. At the same time, libraries suffering from stagnating or declining
supplies are forced to reduce their purchases, especially of core journals and monographs. So it seems
that libraries are in danger of no longer being able to purchase scholars with the information needed.
At the same time, there is an increase of scholarly output for manifold reasons. And concurrently, the
development in modern information and communication technology offers new possibilities to disseminate knowledge. These possibilities force – or offer the chance to – all players related to the publishing
process to react. Reorganisation is necessary.
The founding of university presses in Germany was and still is a response to the changes acting on
scholarly publishing in the digital age and the effects the publishing crisis have on it.
2.3. University presses in Germany
In comparison to Anglo-American UPs, German UPs are quite young. Most of them were founded in
the 1990s. They are non-profit organisations. A dozen of them is loosely organised in a working group
called “AG Universitätsverlage”.10 The founding of UPs or similar institutions like institutional repositories or virtual libraries is supported by the HRK (Hochschulrahmenkonferenz). The DFG (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft) supports open access and electronic publishing.
A lot of UPs offer traditional publishing services. Scholars estimate the short ways of communication
in the university, getting support and answers easily. The publishing process is often quite fast. Almost
all of the UPs offer – as Hamburg University Press does – the possibility to publish in print as well as
online. And all UPs support Open Access (OA). For several, open access publishing even is obligatory.
9

http://www.aaup.org/.
http://www.ag-univerlage.de.

10
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2.4. The role of the libraries
Most of these UPs are associated with university and/or academic libraries. A lot of libraries understand the challenge of the digital information age as a chance to adapt their tasks to the new demands
and to play a more active part as an information provider. They also understand publishing as their own
genuine task. Most of them are already electronic content providers: they offer repositories or thesis’
servers. Their knowledge in standardized metadata providing and catalog enrichment as well as their
networking concerning long term archiving can also be regarded as a new function of quality control
in publication: in the digital age, libraries can help to optimize visibility and sustainability of electronic
documents. Not being visible means no existence, so the libraries’ knowledge in providing and checking
metadata is crucial.
2.5. Open access
So, what is open access (OA)? There exists more than one definition. Generally speaking, OA means
free access to digital scholarly material, considering the following aspects:
–
–
–
–

Technical: free and public access worldwide;
Financial: free of charge (at least for the user);
Content: accessible (barrier free);
Concerning rights: usable in the limits of copyright.

The Budapest Open Access initiative11 was the first international statement on OA, given in 2002.
Two other important statements followed: in 2003 the Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing12 and in the same year, the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Science and
Humanities,13 subscribed by the most important research institutes of Germany. Since then, OA is an intensively discussed item in scholarly and scientific communities. There are two ways of OA publishing
(Section 2.6).
2.6. The Green Road and the Golden Road
Open Access means free access to the full text of a document. To achieve this, there exist the following
possibilities:
– Self-archiving (personal website);
– Institutional archiving (institutional repository, standardized by DINI certificate14 );
– Central self-archiving (central OA archive like arXiv,15 HAL16 of the CCSD [Centre pour la Communication Scientifique Directe] of CNRS [Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique]);
– publishing in open access journals (like Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics [ACP]17 and Forum
Qualitative Sozialforschung [FQS]18 ).
11

http://www.soros.org/openaccess/.
http://www.earlham.edu/∼peters/fos/bethesda.htm.
13
http://oa.mpg.de/openaccess-berlin/berlindeclaration.html.
14
http://www.dini.de/zertifikat/.
15
http://arxiv.org/.
16
http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/.
17
http://www.copernicus.org/EGU/acp/publication_overview.html.
18
http://www.qualitative-research.net/fqs/fqs.htm.
12
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– publishing in UPs (monographs, journals etc.).
The first three archiving ways are called the “Green Road” that can be understood as “self-archiving”,
the last two the “Golden Road”, that means “self-publishing” (according to Stevan Harnad). One way
to find an OA journal is to check the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ19 ). Generally, the
debate about OA is focused on journals. By the way, Publishing monographs open access rises different
questions.
What are the advantages of OA publishing? According to Alexei Koudinov and Peter Suber:
Articles are accessible to everyone with an Internet connection; authors reach larger audiences and
have greater impact; no permission is needed for copying, printing, distributing, storing or other
educational uses; copyright remains with authors [9].
So, the main reason authors make their articles openly accessible is to improve their research impact
by higher visibility. A new thesis by Timothy Brody shows that “articles self-archived by authors receive between 50–250% more citations, that rapid pre-printing on the Web has dramatically reduced the
peak citation rate from over a year to virtually instant” [2]. For authors of monographs, visibility and
availability is the prior argument: their work can be read in parts of the world where ordering the print
version is connected with many problems.
In Germany, the Green Road as institutional archiving is supported by about 100 universities. The
Golden Road is practised by learned societies, some scholars, and by UPs – by the latter mostly for
monographs. There also exist several very successful OA journals. Actually a DFG-sponsored project
called “open-access.net”20 establishes a central platform for OA activities in Germany.
2.7. Problems with OA publishing
A lot of scientists and scholars are still sceptical whether OA publishing is an attractive alternative to
traditional publishing channels. They feel insecure about quality control and long term archiving (DFGstudy 2005 [3]). This fact often is due to a lack of experience with OA publishing. OA journals founded
by scientists are strongly aware about peer reviewing and often practice transparent and innovative forms
(open PR). UPs also offer reviewing as well as formal and technical quality control. There also exists
problems concerning copyright (exclusive treaties). Publishing in the Internet in times of changing copyrights and DRM (Digital Rights Management) rises a lot of questions. A possible alternative offer the
Creative Commons,21 an American initiative originally launched by Laurence Lessig, which has the aim
to give the author the possibility to mark his/her work with the rights he/she wants it to carry (slogan:
“Some rights reserved”).
There are also critical remarks concerning business models and competitive distortion. “Who pays?”,
mostly is the crucial question if it comes to publishing activities. In Open Access publishing, the answer
is “the author” or the institution who pays him or her. He/she pays a certain charge for a certain service.
It is a challenge to develop sustainable business models for OA publishing and to build co-operations
with established publishing houses aiming at a win-win situation. There already exist several attractive
examples.
19

http://www.doaj.org/
http://www.openaccess-germany.de/.
21
http://creativecommons.org/.
20
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3. Conclusion
UPs neither want to be the heirs of established publishing houses nor replace them, but understand
themselves as a necessary supplement. Co-operations are possible and demanded. The aim of university
presses is to diffuse knowledge “far and wide”, but according to the demands and possibilities of the
digital age.
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APE 2007: Pre-conference day – “Embracing
Change” Scenario: “The European Journal
for Nuclear Sinus Treatments”.
Journal Marketing Workshop
Presentation: Arend Küster, PCG – Publishers Communication Group, Europe, Oxford

To illustrate the challenges faced in journal marketing, we invented a fictitious journal, the European
Journal for Nuclear Sinus Treatments. A scenario was placed in front of the participants: The journal
used to be self-published by the Society, but has just been taken over by a new publisher with a more
aggressive online publication strategy. Our task was to increase the revenue and subscription base.
Published bimonthly and available both in electronic and print format for the same price, as well as
being part of several aggregators, there were plenty of issues for the marketing staff to get involved.
Journals with a title like “European Journal of. . . ” can be difficult to market in to international markets.
It was suggested that we should change the journal name, so we discussed the problem a potential name
change might have – especially with the ISI Impact factor.
For any journal, one of their most important marketing tools are the editorial boards and as the journal
has falling subscribers especially in North America, expanding the editorial board with members from
a region with potential growth is also a good idea. A partnership with another journal or another society
was also discussed, as well as finding other journal with similar subjects to upsell packages.
The participants felt that the pricing needed to be addressed. As many libraries prefer online only
subscriptions, and seeing the print option as an “add on”, the journal needs to be unbundled so an online
only and a print and online option are available to libraries. However, this is a delicate balance, as
one would expect that libraries would consolidate their print publications and there is the downside of
loosing some revenue in the short term. We then discussed how to communicate price increases through
dedicated library websites and list servers.
Google plays an important factor in the marketing efforts of publishers, and many users’ first point of
call is a Google search. Partnering with Google can be a good opportunity to drive up usage, but most
importantly publishers should offer libraries SFX and Metalinking to be deeply embedded in the OPAC
– so if the users are looking for the information, the relevant information is offered at the point where
the researchers are looking for the information.
To make libraries and faculty members interested, we also needed to think how to use modern tools to
create “sizzle” and make the researcher in the particular fields believe, that they really have to read the
journal. This can be done through publicity, through e-marketing campaign highlighting new research
and getting in lists of librarians and research alike. However, with e-marketing it is important to deal with
the legal side and stay on top of the developments there. Another option would be to find out whether
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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research-funding agencies are following open access guidelines, if this is the case, an announcement of
an open access policy would also be a welcomed piece of publicity and attract interesting papers from
researchers who receive funding from these agencies.
Being available on multiple platforms and aggregators comes also at a price, as the journal will be
accessed not directly to the publisher’s site. To find out whether this has an impact on subscribers it
would be important to conduct a telemarketing campaign to lapsed subscribers and see whether the
contracts with the revenue generated through aggregator contracts outweighs the lost revenue through
attrition. However, to maintain subscriptions, the publisher’s site would be attractive and have content,
which pulls the users in. Does the journal currently have the policy that articles are published ones they
have cleared the peer review process?
Finally, there is the coverage of the content. Does it apply to the research? Are there any other markets
that can be explored outside the traditional research and university market? Shouldn’t we also make
the content applicable to secondary markets, such as hospitals? Ideally, this should be discussed with
researchers and librarians alike and again, the editorial board would be one of the first points to draw
upon.
Journals marketing really is balancing and influencing the decision making process between the library
and the faculty. Using many practical examples, the workshop demonstrated how to keep the balance
and which information is of particular importance for librarians and researchers.
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The i2010 digital libraries initiative:
Europe’s cultural and scientific information
at the click of a mouse
Dr. Horst Forster,
Director European Commission DG INFSO, E-Content
Ladies and gentlemen. In September 2005, the Commissioner for Information Society and Media,
Mrs. Viviane Reding, launched the digital libraries initiative. The initiative is part of i2010, the broader
Commission strategy for the information society. It follows up a letter of 6 Heads of state and government, together representing two thirds of the population of the European Union. In this letter the Heads
of state and government asked the European Commission to take steps to make Europe’s cultural and
scientific heritage accessible online and to work towards a European digital library. The Commission
has reacted quickly in order to make concrete and rapid progress.
The aim of the digital libraries initiative is simple but ambitious: to build on the potential of information and communication technologies to improve the access to information for all. This is also the
guiding principle for the two main blocks of the initiative. The first block deals with cultural content, the
second deals with scientific and scholarly content.
Access to cultural content
Before I come to the issue of scientific information – which is at the heart of this conference – let me
say a few words about our actions to make cultural content more accessible.
Europe’s cultural institutions – libraries, archives, museums – contain a wealth of materials representing the richness of Europe’s history, acquired over the centuries. These materials cover a range of forms
– books, newspapers, films, photographs and maps. To take the example of books: there are roughly 2.5
billion books in the libraries of the EU25.
The Internet is increasingly the information source privileged above all others. Can it be used to
make Europe’s cultural heritage more visible and accessible? We think it can. But a lot has to be done.
Accessing the material through the Internet presupposes the existence of a digital copy; but at present
only a very small part of the relevant collections – less than 1% – has been digitised. A major effort
by the Member States is necessary to digitise these collections and we see that an increasing number of
Member States is actually willing to make such an effort.
Member States, through their Ministers of culture have embraced the Commission approach to the
European digital library and to the broader issues of digitisation and online accessibility. If all works out
well, by 2010 European citizens will have online access to a large, diverse and ever-increasing share of
Europe’s cultural heritage.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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Building the European digital library
The availability of digital content does not automatically mean you can find it through one single
access point. And that is what a user would like. We are therefore working with cultural organisations
towards a real European digital library. It will build upon the organisational framework of TEL (the
European library) set up by CENL, the conference of European national librarians.
We have set some concrete targets. By 2006, there should be EU wide co-operation between national
libraries with the aim to build the European digital library. This target was met, since the collaboration is
now in place. By 2008, there will be at least 2 million digital objects ready to be searched and accessed
through the European Digital Library. By 2010 this number must have risen to at least 6 million books,
newspapers, journals, films, photographs and archival documents.
This does not only concern objects from national libraries but from all kinds of cultural organisations
at all geographic levels. After all, Europe’s heritage is not confined to a few privileged large organisations
but has been collected over the centuries in many regional and local archives, libraries and museums.
Recent experiences have shown that there is great and growing interest for this type of material. When
the British Library first made its Gutenberg Bible available on the web in November 2000, the pages
received one million ‘hits’ in the first six months. In 2006, the French ‘Institut national de l’audiovisuel’
made 10 000 hours from its audiovisual archives accessible online. In the first few days, 6 million hits
overloaded the service.
Avoiding a 20th century black hole
Digitisation and online accessibility is relatively straightforward for material that is in the public
domain – that is: material not covered by intellectual property rights. But we cannot afford to limit the
European digital library to public domain material. For many young people what you cannot find on the
Internet does not exist. We should avoid a situation in which all information from roughly before 1900
is available and in which the 20th century is absent.
Obviously digitisation and online accessibility has to be achieved in full respect of legislation on
intellectual property rights. But we are looking together with publishers and libraries to simple licensing
systems for out of print works and solutions for orphan works – where it is impossible to locate the
rightholders. We also expect the European Digital Library to attract publishers and other private content
holders to make their content accessible and searchable online through the common access point.
Access to scientific information
I now come to the second block of the digital libraries initiative that deals with scientific information.
And when I talk about information I mean journal articles, research results and relevant research data.
The Commission is about to publish a Communication – a policy statement – that will deal with the
essential topic of access to and preservation of scientific information. We have prepared this Communication jointly with our colleagues in the directorate general for Research. It looks at the changes brought
about by the digital environment in the ways in which scientific information can be accessed now and
stored for future use.
Let me first of all say a few words about the role of the European Community in this area: Research
and dissemination of research information are broadly international endeavours. They are European,
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or rather global, but certainly not just national. The Commission is itself a major financing body, with
a budget of some 50 billion EUR in the 7th Framework programme. Furthermore access to scientific
information is part of our policies for the information society and for improving the conditions in the
European research area.
The issues related to scientific information are different from the ones in the area of cultural content,
where digitisation is a key theme. In the area of scientific information, a lot of old issues of journals have
been digitised and can be searched in databases. Practically all ‘new’ scientific information is produced
in digital format. 90% of scientific journals (STM journals in English) are available online, mostly along
with a printed version. A study done for the British library indicates that by 2020, 90% of all journals
will only be available in digital format.

A polarised debate
So does this mean that all is well? That depends on whom you talk to. Over the last few years we have
had extensive discussions and consultations with stakeholders. These contacts show that positions have
become rather polarised.
Roughly speaking you have on the one hand part of the scientific community, some funding bodies and
major libraries that question the simple transfer of old practices to the new environment. They advocate
immediate and free access to research results on the Internet. The Internet environment has offered new
possibilities, so why not use them?
On the other hand you have the scientific publishers that underline the merits of the present system.
These are commercial publishers, but also learned societies, publishing on behalf of or for a specific
research community. Scientific publishing is an area of activity where Europe is doing really well and
has outpaced other continents. Europe’s scientific publishers employ 36 000 people directly. Publishers
realise things are changing, but simply do not see a sustainable alternative way of publishing and even
less so a clear roadmap towards such a new model.
What we observe is that the different stakeholders are sitting in their trenches and shoot at each other.
We would like to help building consensus about the way forward. Such a consensus should take into
account the strengths of the present system, but also the need to better exploit the opportunities of the
information society.

Arguments in the open access discussions
Let’s have a look at the arguments used by both sides. Those that support open access are using roughly
the following arguments:
• Free access to all scientific information through the Internet will benefit the scientific system and
make it more efficient.
• The public purse pays three times: for producing the results and writing the article; for the peerreview by professors; and for buying the results through libraries. Therefore the public sector should
have a bigger say in the system and not just rely on rules dictated by the publishers.
• Prices have gone up so much over the last years that there is an access problem.
The publishers put forward a number of counter-arguments:
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• Publishing has a cost and someone has to bear it. The ‘no-one pays’ model does not exist.
• Publishers have made the system more efficient with the new ICT tools and access to information
has greatly improved.
• The third key argument is related to the peer review system. At present results are consolidated
in articles which are then submitted to colleagues for a thorough check. Once this stage has been
passed, you can be reasonably sure of the value of the results. Changing the present model could
put at risk this well working peer review system.
Abstracting from these arguments, there seems to be an agreement on the two basic goals to be
achieved: a rapid flow of information and guaranteeing quality. In the Internet environment, these goals
do not always go hand in hand. A rapid dissemination of information that is not properly checked can
lead to the trap of ‘Internet superficiality’. I said before that today many children assume that you can
find everything about the world on the Internet. What is more, they also assume that all you find there
is true. Obviously this is not the case. To translate that to the scientific world: how can you assure that
researchers and students get their information instantly but only read what is worthwhile reading?
The upcoming policy statement of the Commission will deal with the issue of access to scientific
information. It will announce a number of actions and some experiments. The aim is to accompany
in a realistic way processes that are under way and to facilitate an organised debate at European level
between politicians, and between stakeholders.
Digital preservation
The policy statement will also draw the attention to another topic which needs to be urgently addressed. That is: digital preservation or, if you wish, the preservation of digital material. If you look at it
from the preservation point of view, the ‘old technologies’ were amazingly efficient. Take the example
of clay-tablets. They easily lasted for thousands of years. Paper is not so bad either, lasting a few hundreds of years. In comparison: the average life-time of a web-page is 44 days. This is about the average
lifespan of a housefly.
The issue of digital preservation is a major theme throughout the digital libraries initiative. It is relevant
for cultural material that has been digitised, it is relevant for born digital scientific information and in
fact it is crucial for any organisation that produces and stores information.
The problem is that digital information is much less stable than paper. Hardware and software change
very rapidly, which can make the information unreadable. And storage devises (CD-ROMs) have a
limited lifetime. So in many cases constant migration of the information is necessary to keep it alive
over time.
And migration does not simply mean making a copy, but unfortunately you also have to check the
result and sometimes adjust it. If you lose a few accents in the migration of a French text to a new
software that may be annoying. But in other cases little changes can be crucial. An example: navy
engineers working with diagrams of the propulsion, electrical and other systems of an aircraft carrier
discovered that there were subtle changes when you opened them on newer versions of the software.
The changes were little, for example a dotted line instead of a dashed line. But this kind of changes
could be critical for the operations of a ship that was powered by two nuclear reactions. Not exactly the
type of operation where you would like to take any risk.
When you talk about digital preservation, obviously a first question is whether we need to keep all the
information produced by researchers: all the research data, all the draft articles, all the relevant websites.
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Not all would be my answer, but perhaps more than we now think. You need to keep the data of experiments to repeat them or check their validity. You need information from the past to study phenomena
over time. And you need to keep information to consider results in their context. For example: could this
company have known, given the state of the art that their product was dangerous?
If we do not actively pursue digital preservation now, we risk having a gap in our intellectual record.
No one seems to feel responsible for keeping and storing digital research data.
Legal deposit laws are being updated in most Member States to take into account digital material and
not just paper books and journals. But still the risk of gaps remains. Within 50 years we may have lost
relevant information or need to do very costly recovery work that could have been prevented.
This is the risk of not-preserving, but digital preservation also presents considerable business opportunities. There is an untapped industrial potential, with service providers emerging and new preservation
technologies being developed. This is an area where Europe has a chance to take a lead, if the necessary
investments are made.
Indeed, research into this area is crucial, for example to find ways to handle and preserve large volumes
of data and/or dynamic content. Within the 7th Framework programme for R&D, digital preservation is
one of the priority areas where my directorate will co-fund projects.
Next to co-funding relevant projects, the Commission is trying to get the issue of digital preservation
more firmly on the political agenda. A recent Commission Recommendation (August 2006) asked the
Member States to address digital preservation in a structured way: through action plans with a concrete
definition of responsibilities and target outputs, and by updating the relevant legislation (for example
the legal deposit legislation and the copyright legislation). The upcoming policy statement on scientific
information will stress the need to take up the challenges also in this area.
Conclusion
I come to my conclusion. Our actions on scientific information are part of the broader digital libraries
initiative that aims to improve access to information in the Internet age. Within the initiative, we are
working towards a real European digital library of cultural material of all types. And we are addressing
the legal and other conditions that are relevant for a better access to cultural material.
As for the dissemination of and access to scientific information, there are different appreciations on
the best way forward. Indeed there is a lot of tension between stakeholders which could stand in the way
of sensible solutions to improve access. In the coming years we have to experiment with new models
that improve access to the information, while building on the strengths of the existing system. And we
have to get a dialogue going between stakeholders to ensure that energy is devoted to improving access
and not to fighting each other.
As for the digital preservation issue, we are only at the beginning of addressing it. The main problem
here is to make people at all levels aware of the organisational, technical and legal issues at stake. We
have to take up the digital preservation challenge, not defining it only in terms of costs and problems,
but also in terms of benefits and economic opportunities.
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The i2010 digital libraries initiative:
Europe’s cultural and scientific information
at the click of a mouse
Dr. Horst Forster,
Director European Commission DG INFSO, E-Content
Ladies and gentlemen. In September 2005, the Commissioner for Information Society and Media,
Mrs. Viviane Reding, launched the digital libraries initiative. The initiative is part of i2010, the broader
Commission strategy for the information society. It follows up a letter of 6 Heads of state and government, together representing two thirds of the population of the European Union. In this letter the Heads
of state and government asked the European Commission to take steps to make Europe’s cultural and
scientific heritage accessible online and to work towards a European digital library. The Commission
has reacted quickly in order to make concrete and rapid progress.
The aim of the digital libraries initiative is simple but ambitious: to build on the potential of information and communication technologies to improve the access to information for all. This is also the
guiding principle for the two main blocks of the initiative. The first block deals with cultural content, the
second deals with scientific and scholarly content.
Access to cultural content
Before I come to the issue of scientific information – which is at the heart of this conference – let me
say a few words about our actions to make cultural content more accessible.
Europe’s cultural institutions – libraries, archives, museums – contain a wealth of materials representing the richness of Europe’s history, acquired over the centuries. These materials cover a range of forms
– books, newspapers, films, photographs and maps. To take the example of books: there are roughly 2.5
billion books in the libraries of the EU25.
The Internet is increasingly the information source privileged above all others. Can it be used to
make Europe’s cultural heritage more visible and accessible? We think it can. But a lot has to be done.
Accessing the material through the Internet presupposes the existence of a digital copy; but at present
only a very small part of the relevant collections – less than 1% – has been digitised. A major effort
by the Member States is necessary to digitise these collections and we see that an increasing number of
Member States is actually willing to make such an effort.
Member States, through their Ministers of culture have embraced the Commission approach to the
European digital library and to the broader issues of digitisation and online accessibility. If all works out
well, by 2010 European citizens will have online access to a large, diverse and ever-increasing share of
Europe’s cultural heritage.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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Building the European digital library
The availability of digital content does not automatically mean you can find it through one single
access point. And that is what a user would like. We are therefore working with cultural organisations
towards a real European digital library. It will build upon the organisational framework of TEL (the
European library) set up by CENL, the conference of European national librarians.
We have set some concrete targets. By 2006, there should be EU wide co-operation between national
libraries with the aim to build the European digital library. This target was met, since the collaboration is
now in place. By 2008, there will be at least 2 million digital objects ready to be searched and accessed
through the European Digital Library. By 2010 this number must have risen to at least 6 million books,
newspapers, journals, films, photographs and archival documents.
This does not only concern objects from national libraries but from all kinds of cultural organisations
at all geographic levels. After all, Europe’s heritage is not confined to a few privileged large organisations
but has been collected over the centuries in many regional and local archives, libraries and museums.
Recent experiences have shown that there is great and growing interest for this type of material. When
the British Library first made its Gutenberg Bible available on the web in November 2000, the pages
received one million ‘hits’ in the first six months. In 2006, the French ‘Institut national de l’audiovisuel’
made 10 000 hours from its audiovisual archives accessible online. In the first few days, 6 million hits
overloaded the service.
Avoiding a 20th century black hole
Digitisation and online accessibility is relatively straightforward for material that is in the public
domain – that is: material not covered by intellectual property rights. But we cannot afford to limit the
European digital library to public domain material. For many young people what you cannot find on the
Internet does not exist. We should avoid a situation in which all information from roughly before 1900
is available and in which the 20th century is absent.
Obviously digitisation and online accessibility has to be achieved in full respect of legislation on
intellectual property rights. But we are looking together with publishers and libraries to simple licensing
systems for out of print works and solutions for orphan works – where it is impossible to locate the
rightholders. We also expect the European Digital Library to attract publishers and other private content
holders to make their content accessible and searchable online through the common access point.
Access to scientific information
I now come to the second block of the digital libraries initiative that deals with scientific information.
And when I talk about information I mean journal articles, research results and relevant research data.
The Commission is about to publish a Communication – a policy statement – that will deal with the
essential topic of access to and preservation of scientific information. We have prepared this Communication jointly with our colleagues in the directorate general for Research. It looks at the changes brought
about by the digital environment in the ways in which scientific information can be accessed now and
stored for future use.
Let me first of all say a few words about the role of the European Community in this area: Research
and dissemination of research information are broadly international endeavours. They are European,
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or rather global, but certainly not just national. The Commission is itself a major financing body, with
a budget of some 50 billion EUR in the 7th Framework programme. Furthermore access to scientific
information is part of our policies for the information society and for improving the conditions in the
European research area.
The issues related to scientific information are different from the ones in the area of cultural content,
where digitisation is a key theme. In the area of scientific information, a lot of old issues of journals have
been digitised and can be searched in databases. Practically all ‘new’ scientific information is produced
in digital format. 90% of scientific journals (STM journals in English) are available online, mostly along
with a printed version. A study done for the British library indicates that by 2020, 90% of all journals
will only be available in digital format.

A polarised debate
So does this mean that all is well? That depends on whom you talk to. Over the last few years we have
had extensive discussions and consultations with stakeholders. These contacts show that positions have
become rather polarised.
Roughly speaking you have on the one hand part of the scientific community, some funding bodies and
major libraries that question the simple transfer of old practices to the new environment. They advocate
immediate and free access to research results on the Internet. The Internet environment has offered new
possibilities, so why not use them?
On the other hand you have the scientific publishers that underline the merits of the present system.
These are commercial publishers, but also learned societies, publishing on behalf of or for a specific
research community. Scientific publishing is an area of activity where Europe is doing really well and
has outpaced other continents. Europe’s scientific publishers employ 36 000 people directly. Publishers
realise things are changing, but simply do not see a sustainable alternative way of publishing and even
less so a clear roadmap towards such a new model.
What we observe is that the different stakeholders are sitting in their trenches and shoot at each other.
We would like to help building consensus about the way forward. Such a consensus should take into
account the strengths of the present system, but also the need to better exploit the opportunities of the
information society.

Arguments in the open access discussions
Let’s have a look at the arguments used by both sides. Those that support open access are using roughly
the following arguments:
• Free access to all scientific information through the Internet will benefit the scientific system and
make it more efficient.
• The public purse pays three times: for producing the results and writing the article; for the peerreview by professors; and for buying the results through libraries. Therefore the public sector should
have a bigger say in the system and not just rely on rules dictated by the publishers.
• Prices have gone up so much over the last years that there is an access problem.
The publishers put forward a number of counter-arguments:
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• Publishing has a cost and someone has to bear it. The ‘no-one pays’ model does not exist.
• Publishers have made the system more efficient with the new ICT tools and access to information
has greatly improved.
• The third key argument is related to the peer review system. At present results are consolidated
in articles which are then submitted to colleagues for a thorough check. Once this stage has been
passed, you can be reasonably sure of the value of the results. Changing the present model could
put at risk this well working peer review system.
Abstracting from these arguments, there seems to be an agreement on the two basic goals to be
achieved: a rapid flow of information and guaranteeing quality. In the Internet environment, these goals
do not always go hand in hand. A rapid dissemination of information that is not properly checked can
lead to the trap of ‘Internet superficiality’. I said before that today many children assume that you can
find everything about the world on the Internet. What is more, they also assume that all you find there
is true. Obviously this is not the case. To translate that to the scientific world: how can you assure that
researchers and students get their information instantly but only read what is worthwhile reading?
The upcoming policy statement of the Commission will deal with the issue of access to scientific
information. It will announce a number of actions and some experiments. The aim is to accompany
in a realistic way processes that are under way and to facilitate an organised debate at European level
between politicians, and between stakeholders.
Digital preservation
The policy statement will also draw the attention to another topic which needs to be urgently addressed. That is: digital preservation or, if you wish, the preservation of digital material. If you look at it
from the preservation point of view, the ‘old technologies’ were amazingly efficient. Take the example
of clay-tablets. They easily lasted for thousands of years. Paper is not so bad either, lasting a few hundreds of years. In comparison: the average life-time of a web-page is 44 days. This is about the average
lifespan of a housefly.
The issue of digital preservation is a major theme throughout the digital libraries initiative. It is relevant
for cultural material that has been digitised, it is relevant for born digital scientific information and in
fact it is crucial for any organisation that produces and stores information.
The problem is that digital information is much less stable than paper. Hardware and software change
very rapidly, which can make the information unreadable. And storage devises (CD-ROMs) have a
limited lifetime. So in many cases constant migration of the information is necessary to keep it alive
over time.
And migration does not simply mean making a copy, but unfortunately you also have to check the
result and sometimes adjust it. If you lose a few accents in the migration of a French text to a new
software that may be annoying. But in other cases little changes can be crucial. An example: navy
engineers working with diagrams of the propulsion, electrical and other systems of an aircraft carrier
discovered that there were subtle changes when you opened them on newer versions of the software.
The changes were little, for example a dotted line instead of a dashed line. But this kind of changes
could be critical for the operations of a ship that was powered by two nuclear reactions. Not exactly the
type of operation where you would like to take any risk.
When you talk about digital preservation, obviously a first question is whether we need to keep all the
information produced by researchers: all the research data, all the draft articles, all the relevant websites.
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Not all would be my answer, but perhaps more than we now think. You need to keep the data of experiments to repeat them or check their validity. You need information from the past to study phenomena
over time. And you need to keep information to consider results in their context. For example: could this
company have known, given the state of the art that their product was dangerous?
If we do not actively pursue digital preservation now, we risk having a gap in our intellectual record.
No one seems to feel responsible for keeping and storing digital research data.
Legal deposit laws are being updated in most Member States to take into account digital material and
not just paper books and journals. But still the risk of gaps remains. Within 50 years we may have lost
relevant information or need to do very costly recovery work that could have been prevented.
This is the risk of not-preserving, but digital preservation also presents considerable business opportunities. There is an untapped industrial potential, with service providers emerging and new preservation
technologies being developed. This is an area where Europe has a chance to take a lead, if the necessary
investments are made.
Indeed, research into this area is crucial, for example to find ways to handle and preserve large volumes
of data and/or dynamic content. Within the 7th Framework programme for R&D, digital preservation is
one of the priority areas where my directorate will co-fund projects.
Next to co-funding relevant projects, the Commission is trying to get the issue of digital preservation
more firmly on the political agenda. A recent Commission Recommendation (August 2006) asked the
Member States to address digital preservation in a structured way: through action plans with a concrete
definition of responsibilities and target outputs, and by updating the relevant legislation (for example
the legal deposit legislation and the copyright legislation). The upcoming policy statement on scientific
information will stress the need to take up the challenges also in this area.
Conclusion
I come to my conclusion. Our actions on scientific information are part of the broader digital libraries
initiative that aims to improve access to information in the Internet age. Within the initiative, we are
working towards a real European digital library of cultural material of all types. And we are addressing
the legal and other conditions that are relevant for a better access to cultural material.
As for the dissemination of and access to scientific information, there are different appreciations on
the best way forward. Indeed there is a lot of tension between stakeholders which could stand in the way
of sensible solutions to improve access. In the coming years we have to experiment with new models
that improve access to the information, while building on the strengths of the existing system. And we
have to get a dialogue going between stakeholders to ensure that energy is devoted to improving access
and not to fighting each other.
As for the digital preservation issue, we are only at the beginning of addressing it. The main problem
here is to make people at all levels aware of the organisational, technical and legal issues at stake. We
have to take up the digital preservation challenge, not defining it only in terms of costs and problems,
but also in terms of benefits and economic opportunities.
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E-Science – Advancing new ways of
scientific communication
Sabine Brünger-Weilandt
FIZ Karlsruhe, Germany

1. Introduction
I am quite sure the term e-science is widely known. I am also quite sure that e-science is interpreted
in the sense of electronic science in most cases. However, this is a misunderstanding, caused by the little
prefix e, we all are used to understand a simply representing some kind of electronic or electronically
supported affairs like e-business, e-government, e-books, e-bay etc. E-science, however, goes far beyond.
To quote John Taylor, the former director, general of the UK Research Counsel: “E-science is about
global collaboration in key areas of science and the next generation of infrastructure that will enable it”.
In other words, e-science is about new dimensions of scholarly communication and knowledge building.
This vision is called enhanced science.
In this contribution, I would like to give some examples on how this vision may become reality and
on how innovation may impact the whole process of scholarly communication, collaboration and publication.

2. About FIZ Karlsruhe
But first in order why a company like FIZ Karlsruhe is dealing with such, please allow me just briefly
to introduce by a few words FIZ Karlsruhe. FIZ stands for “Fachinformationszentrum” which can be
translated as scientific information centre. It was founded in 1977, so we can celebrate our 30th anniversary this year. Its shareholders are the Federal Republic of Germany, three German federal states and six
scientific societies in Germany. It has about 350 employees and what is important is that “Fiz” is working as a not-for-profit organisation. In the beginning it was fully sponsored by the German government
but these sugar-coated times are over for long and meanwhile only a small part of our budget is funded
and three quarters of our business is commercial business. Our mission is to provide scientific services
to customers and science and research worldwide. What is important is that we are a neutral platform for
information and knowledge transfer and science by providing information, electronic information and
databases, i.e. the new direction for the development of e-science solutions. We are targeting scientists
and industry and scientific research institutions.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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3. Challenges for science and scholarly communication
Not only FIZ Karlsruhe, but the whole scientific information management industry currently faces the
following challenges:
•
•
•
•

“Explosion” of vast amounts of information
New (web) technology
Mergers & acquisitions in the sector of scientific publishing
Free patent information provided by the patent offices, in particular the European Patent Office
(EPO)
• Open Access movement
All of this has impact on how scientists do their work. It is also significantly affecting our business
and the information market since it is causing a big shift in how scientists and information managers do
their work. In Fig. 1, the characteristics of scientific works and its impact on the scientific information
industry are shown.
We know that there are special areas, scientists and information managers are interested in. Scientists
are interested in very heterogeneous areas, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to all scientific information without any technical, political or organizational barriers
Fair pricing
Long-term availability of all information
Reliable information as well as verified and reviewed content
Efficient handling of vast amounts of data
◦ Sophisticated tools for search, analysis and visualization
◦ Standardized tools

• Customized solutions
• Global collaboration
All of these aspects are of great importance. Let me just discuss the last point a little bit more in detail.
Global collaboration means that more and more research is done networked at various sites, in world
wide virtual organisations and using world wide distributed resources. So it causes significant changes
of the whole process of scholarly communication, collaboration and publication. All this dramatically

Fig. 1. Characteristics of scientific work and its impact on the scientific information industry.
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impacts all classical information management in science. Classical information management so far concentrated on preparing the results of scientific research supplying them via efficient information systems
and assuring their long term usability. For network information managing or better knowledge management a far broader approach is required. The innovative and sustainable political organisation and
technical support of the whole scientific value adding process is essential. Global collaboration requires
innovation on information infrastructures and services. Further, we need efficiency and stability also with
large heterogeneous data sets. This also includes the handling of primary and secondary data in early
project phases and to interchange and intermediate them. All this leads to new dimensions of scientific
communication and knowledge building and that is what we call e-science.

4. The eSciDoc project
E-science is pure innovation and therefore requires, as I mentioned earlier, also political support.
A major political activity in Germany is the so called national e-science initiative. It has been initiated
by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research in 2004. Within this initiative, projects
are funded for the build-up of the technical and organisational infrastructure for e-science, including
technologies, standards, application models and legal aspects. In Germany, for example, the Max Planck
Society and FIZ Karlsruhe are responsible for a major part of this initiative called eSciDoc. It is aiming
to build and integrated information, communication and publication platform for net-based scientific
working, to be tested in multi-disciplinary applications at the Max Planck Society. The task of the Max
Planck Society focuses on closeness to the users, i.e. the scholars, and the users’ acceptance. The tasks
of FIZ Karlsruhe focus on the quality of the services, the infrastructure, and on the sustainability.
At this point, there should be a general understanding of what is meant by e-science. But what is
the role of scholarly communication in this new environment? Scholarly communication is – to use
terminology from the music industry – about whip, mix and burn. Scholarship is an inherently recursive
process, in which scholars use existing scholarship to produce new scholarship. Therefore, scholars are
both, consumers and information producers at the same time. Reusing material of all types enables
scholars to weave a knowledge network of semantically interrelated information objects, in which the
value of the network is higher than the sum of its constituent parts.
As an example for such a knowledge network, we can use the stone tablet from the Babylonian area
at about 2000 B.C. (see Fig. 2).
It contains and knots lots of relevant information and knowledge. At that time, and I am not kidding,
people were already dealing with sophisticated communication systems, which are hard for us to decipher. Anyway, this tablet reflects exactly the kind of knowledge network we are talking about in our
context of whip, mix and burn in scholarly communication: We can analyse the tablet, we can in the
end get a symbol that has been translated as “Kasch”. It was transcribed and then translated: “Kasch”
means beer. As this symbol appears at the tablet rather often and we learn that beer also must have been
a quite popular drink already 4000 years ago. What is important is that the research was done by various
disciplines, like archaeology, history, linguistics etc.
The systems developed so far are still separate ones, focused on a certain type of object, for example
journals, images, sounds or videos etc. Many of today’s digital libraries and institutional repositories are
vertically integrated systems, comprising all functions from objects storing up to the user interface. They
are still strongly oriented towards classical vertical library systems and thus limited to once defined and
realized applications (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Example of a knowledge network.

Fig. 3. Traditional information systems in science.

In other words, they do not meet the requirements of scholarly communication as described before
in the age of e-science. So what will happen for example, in case a scientist needs different types of
objects or information from another discipline stored in another silo? Nothing will happen and he will
be stopped. It will take him a long time, if at all, to get what he would have needed at that very moment
when he had maybe a pivotal idea on research. So we see that the systems developed so far are no longer
sufficient. What we have to learn is that interdisciplinary work is becoming increasingly important.
Therefore systems have to span various disciplines. Just like human memory, they should allow for
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Fig. 4. The eSciDoc approach.

associating information objects in novel context, thus creating new scholarship. And they have to be
open, application-independent and flexible. Therefore, we need to turn static objects and the respective
repositories and digital libraries into living knowledge.
In this context, I would like to show a short example deriving from the eSciDoc project (see Fig. 4).
In the core, there is a central, virtual repository contributed by the Max Planck Society as its memory. It is integrating all types of object, information and knowledge created and used. The layers called
“services” and “authentication and administration” focus for instance on user management, licence management, data interoperability, search and browse, as well as the workflow management. These layers are
developed and administered by FIZ Karlsruhe. On the left hand side, you can see certain applications,
such as publication managements, scholarly work bench etc. defined by certain user groups who need
to work in the environment of their specific discipline. They decide what content shall be made publicly
or internally available. This will be steered by the central user management provided by FIZ Karlsruhe.
The very innovative aspect of this approach is to integrate different types of object and to make them
loose their static nature. All administrative work in a broad sense is done separately and centrally for the
benefit of the individual scholar, who finally can focus on doing his research at its best.
As an example for an application, let us have a look at the publication management. It will manage,
archive and disseminate the scientific output of the institute of the Max Planck Society, including accompanying supplementary material, and make it available on the web. Let us focus on two elements:
metadata and workflow. Dependent of the application and its purpose, metadata can be added flexibly.
As far as the workflow is concerned, for example the publication process is very important. There is also
the possibility to withdraw a publication in case of dissatisfying peer reviewing. And so the workflows
are ingestion, submission and also withdrawal of publications.

5. Summary
The innovative point of e-science in the context of scholarly communication is discipline overlapping
information. It is enabled by the combination of interdisciplinary content plus framework services, the
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so called infrastructure. That is what I meant when pointing out that infrastructure is much more than
servers and networks. It also includes user management, work flow management, search and browse,
object management, licence management etc. And the interdisciplinary repository in the heart of the
system provides all relevant content, which means all types of data like primary and secondary data as
well as images, video simulations, audio files and it is fed by the various scholarly disciplines. Thus,
it is a truly open and application-independent repository. This is the innovative aspect to be stressed in
this contribution. The framework services provide all features and functions necessary to manage all
backstage activities.
Thus, the framework is enabling technology and the e-science services, offered by FIZ Karlsruhe,
support interdisciplinary work, which is becoming increasingly important. They are open, applicationindependent and flexible. They allow for associating information objects in novel contacts and with it
advancing new ways of scholarly communication.
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BookStore – Strategic options of a
publisher-driven service
Dr. Johann Kempe
Senior VP IT, Verlagsgruppe Georg von Holtzbrinck, 70184 Stuttgart, Germany

1. Introduction
What I would like to discuss is how a publisher would look at initiatives like Google Book Search,
Amazon Search Inside and similar initiatives around. Before that, I would like to show a little background information of Holtzbrinck. What I am going to tell you, does not only concern Holtzbrinck, but
it is specific to the whole publishing industry. I give you a short overview of technology and the market.
Further, I will give you a judgement of the developments from a publisher’s perspective. Then I will
show you what we have done at Holtzbrinck together with the “Börsenverein”. We have established
an initiative, a platform that is called BookStore. I will show you what the current opportunities of the
book industry are, what new opportunities are possible with such an initiative and I will close with a
conclusion.
2. About Holtzbrinck
Holtzbrinck consists of four main business divisions with covering trade publishing, science and education, business information, electronic media and newspapers. It covers a big the range of different
public activities from trade to science and academic publishing. Holtzbrinck has more than two billion
Euros revenue per year and fifty percent of the revenue comes from outside of Germany. So it is really a
global player in that area.
3. The market for digital content
Let us now have a look at the market for digital content commerce. I will not focus only on e-books,
but rather look at all the different ways how digital content could be distributed via new digital value
chains. What we first should recognise is, if you look at e-books as a certain kind of digital content
commerce, it is interesting that e-books sales have grown hugely and percentage remains small if you
take a look at the revenues that are really generated. E-books sales had a 20 percent growth increase in
2005 and continue to stay with such growth rates. But nevertheless, the e-book to p-book ratio is less
than one percent. So if you compare p-book sales to e-book sales it is just a beginning market. It is not
a big market in dollars. Scientific publishing is a front runner in that area. The scientific publishers are
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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the first ones who gain really good profits and good revenues out of electronic publishing. If you look
at this figure for Reed Elsevier in their annual report, it is 33 percent online revenues already for 2005.
That is significant revenue that they earn out of electronic commerce. Another important fact is that the
Internet combined with search is already the generic information source. This increasing importance of
the Internet will definitely boost the demand for digital content in the future. We are just at the beginning
of the digital content commerce era, but it will be the future.
Let us have a look at the players in this area. There are players like Amazon, Google, NetLibrary,
ebrary, Overdrive or EBL. But where are the publishers here? The only names that could be added to
this list are the scientific publishers like Elsevier who have their own initiatives and started to sell content
in the digital market place. It seems that the publishers are loosing their potential in the digital market
place.
Let us now take a closer look at the technology. The technology issue is not solved from a publisher’s
perspective right now, although this is not a major issue in the future. I believe these obstacles will be
solved in the future. We still have a situation where a lot of e-book formats are available and a lot of new
devices are coming up in the market place. The question for a publisher is which standard and which
device should I use. Or should I publish in different formats, for different devices? From a publisher’s
perspective, there are still too many e-book formats in place.
E-book devices seem to have reached a market maturity. The mass marketing of electronic devices
at a reasonable pricing has already started. The International Digital Publication Forum (IPDF) is a
consortium of software providers that tries to standardise the e-book formats. They have gained big
successes in the last years, but nevertheless standardization remains an issue. The lack of standards
caused complex production processes at the publisher’s side. There are so many standards around you
have to produce content for all this different formats.

4. Options for publishers in the digital market
What are the options for a publisher who would like to move into the digital content value chain?
There are four basic options from a publisher’s perspective:
1. The first option is to go with one of the search players, i.e. join Google Book Search or Microsoft’s
Live Search Book etc. The advantages of this approach are the low costs and the high traffic volume.
But the main disadvantage is that you are dependent on Google or others because they define the
business model, the rules how information is accessed and how information is distributed around
the internet. This means loss of control from a publisher’s point of view because you are not the
only holder of the content.
2. Another option is to go with one of the “veterans” of the e-book market, e.g. NetLibrary or Overdrive. This is more the aggregator option as they take contents of different publishers aggregated
and distributed mainly to libraries. This is at least the historical origin of these initiatives. This
model also comes at low cost. Further, you can leverage an existing library and retail network that
they have already built up. But nevertheless, this approach means high dependency and loss of
control.
3. The next alternative is to do it yourself, i.e. to build your own platform for selling and distributing
digital content. This is mainly an option for big publishing groups; e.g. it was chosen by companies
like Taylor & Francis or Elsevier. It has definitely a lot of positive effects because if you are the
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provider of the distribution channel you have complete control and earn all the revenue. The disadvantages are the high set up costs as well as the pressure to be up-to-date because the technologies
moving very fast in that area. Further, there is the problem of how to realize enough traffic to really
amortize your investments.
4. Another option is to go with the online retailers like Amazon or Ciando in Germany. As online
retailers are very popular, they are able to generate a lot of traffic on their site. Further, it causes
only low cost, but again the problems are high dependency and loss of control.
Some publishers go only with one of these options. Others choose to combine different approaches,
e.g. to go with Google and Amazon. This means duplicating the effort to produce all the content and to
have even more dependencies.
If we sum up these different options from a publisher perspective, there are a lot of benefits for a
publisher joining one of these initiatives. The first one is a much better visibility of books to users, higher
overall sales, especially backlists. If you know about the long-tail story, that tells you that sometimes
you earn more money on a long term basis, i.e. you earn more money with a backlist title than with a
book that sells only in a short period of time. Having available and visible all the books of your backlist
on an internet site, will definitely help you to realize this long-tail.
Global reach i.e. your books are accessible from around the world. Furthermore, it reduces cost of
production if you really move from p- to e-books as you do not have binding and printing costs with
the e-books. Further, it offers you the possibility to use multiple channels as pointed out before. Finally,
e-books or digital content allows you to establish new business models that are different from p-books.
For example, you can rent books, you can sell it chapter wise, you can have subscription models or you
can sell it as a whole book.
But I think publishers should be cautious because there are of course a lot of serious dangers if you
start with the e-commerce or selling content digitally. The first one is possible copyright infringements
by third parties. You give your content to players which do not consider content to be their core business.
Another danger is the decision regarding retail channels. They may no longer be made by the publishers,
but by third parties.
Undermining the position of publisher and booksellers in the digital value chain is another danger. We
kick ourselves out of the digital value chain if we just give our content away to third parties to manage the
e-commerce. Strengthening and increased dependency on individual search and e-commerce players. We
stay dependent with them because they have all the customer contacts which you do not have. Therefore,
it is a development where you probably do not exploit the full potential of e-business. Another danger is
substitution from p-products by low cost e-products.
5. The “BookStore” approach as alternative
We at Holtzbrinck asked ourselves: Should we go with Google books or should we restrain completely
from this market? We tried to find an approach to realize the benefits and to avoid the dangers. Our
answer was an initiative and a service platform that we internally call “BookStore”. It collects all the
books from a publisher and opens the content to the internet but in a way where the publisher defines
the rules of access, the granularity of how much information is passed on to a search engine. That means
that this issue is not defined by a third party, but by the publisher. That means an end user can access the
books to platform in two different ways, either he knows that there is a platform in the internet and he
directly goes there or he comes via one of the major search engines.
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The last option is of course something that has to be arranged with the search players. We have to
have negotiations and agreements in place with the search engines how we interact with each other. If
we allow accessing our content, this is controlled by our platform and according to the rules and the
standards that we have defined with the search engines. Another feature of this platform is, that it is
publisher branded, i.e. the end users see that, this content comes from publisher A or B. From a software
point of view the platform offers the following functionality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book display navigation
Different e-commerce models
Access control
Community features
Registration
User data
Usage statistics
Content upload tool
Integration with publishers’ and booksellers’ sites.

“BookStore” is a first way to combine the benefits by avoiding the dangers that I have shown before.
It exploits the accessibility and visibility of contents and brands by using the internet to make content
more visible to end-users. Publishers can retain control of copyrights and ensure their role in a digital
value chain. It is possible to analyse usage data and to learn more from the book search and book purchase behaviour. Let “BookStore” take out the pain of dealing with multiple internet players to increase
the visibility and monetisation of content. As there are so many players around this can be a rather
cumbersome and complex task.
Do not get left behind the digital development curve. The internet is a fantastic medium that offers
a lot of new business opportunities. Therefore, we should not pass up the chance to leverage that from
a publisher perspective. We should not leave it only to the third parties. A commercial benefit is that
it helps you to increase non-print sales with different business models possible. It increases print sales
through the better visibility of books. Registered users enable publishers to develop a direct marketing
database and to interact with this reader community. These possibilities are very easy to exploit if you
are the one, who is in the driver seat of a platform and not a third party.
There are mainly three different companies behind BookStore. All of them are Holtzbrinck companies.
There is MPS Technologies who is the system vendor and the development partner. HGV (Hanseatische
Gesellschaft für Verlagsservice) is the German contract partner offering system integration, support and
project management for the BookStore platform. Finally Macmillan India is involved who can offer
digitisation and conversion services, if necessary.
Looking at the customer side, we are very proud to be the technical provider for the “Volltextsuche
Online” (VTO) project of the “Börsenverein des deutschen Buchhandels”. BookStore was chosen as
the software basis for implementing the VTO platform. The aim is that the book industry establishes
a infrastructure to sell and work with digital content. VTO is a unique initiative within Europe and we
hope that we can define standards for dealing with digital content from a publisher’s perspective – and
not from a search engine’s or a software vendor’s perspective. VTO will integrate all the other products
of the Börsenverein especially the VLB database. Together with the booksellers, the Börsenverein will
work out business models and technological standards to integrate the booksellers and there e-commerce
sites.
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6. Conclusion
The digital book market is currently dominated by non-publishers. To learn from the music industry
mistake, the book industry should establish a model to cooperate with the big internet players and to
secure our content assets. The music industry failed to set up a common infrastructure for selling electronic music files and which gave room for this very hard period for the music industry where revenue
went down dramatically. The publishing industry should learn from that by establishing infrastructures
right now because we are just at the beginning and it is not too late. If we start now, we can avoid the
music industry disaster for written content. What is important is that about 70 percent of all web users
access digital content via search engines. Therefore, cooperation is a must.
BookStore is our answer to bring content control back to the publishing industry. It will enable new
business models in content sales, e-book downloads, print on demand etc. We are very happy that the
Börsenverein has started the VTO initiative as this is really a unique opportunity for our industry to
standardise content services from a publishing point of view and to keep the book industry in the driver
seat for the digital value chain.
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Article repositories and journal
subscription – future scenarios
Mayur Amin
Director, Research and Academic Relations, Elsevier, Oxford, OX5 1GB, UK

1. The Publishing Research Consortium (PRC)
This paper presents a recent research study on the potential impact of article repositories on journals
and subscriptions.
This study was commissioned by the Publishing Research Consortium (PRC) – see http://www.
publishingresearch.net/. The PRC is a group representing publishers and societies supporting global
research in scholarly communication to enable evidence-based discussion, particularly in areas that are
high in opinion and low in fact. The founding partners of the consortium are the Publishers Association, STM and ALPSP, the three trade bodies, with corresponding partners from the US, the PSP and
the American Association of University Presses. Its activities are coordinated by a steering group. The
PRC, which has been running for about a year, has so far commissioned three studies and one summary
paper. All have involved third party researchers and consultants, such as the CIBER group at University
College London and research agencies such as GfKNOP, one of leading research agencies worldwide.
2. Aim and scope of the PRC study on self-archiving and journal subscriptions
The following presents a brief outline of the results of a research study [1] about self-archiving and
journal subscriptions. The rationale for this study was the prevailing belief that self-archiving of journal
articles in open repositories does not and will not have any impact on journal subscriptions and journal
sustainability. Further, that short embargos, such as six months or less, are sufficient for publishers to
recoup the investments through subscriptions. The study aimed to test these hypotheses.
To do this, an international survey and a conjoint study was set up amongst librarians. It was carried
out by independent consultants, Scholarly Information Strategies, with the help of two other research
partners. To avoid any problems with interpretation, the survey was carried out in ten languages and
overall received 424 completed responses. Based on these responses, a model was developed to simulate
some of the future scenarios.
3. Methodology
In a conjoint study, respondents have to trade off a series of attributes of one product against those of
other products. The aim here is to mimic real-life choices in a survey environment. For example, if you
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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ask consumers, ‘Is having a camera on a mobile phone important?’, the answer may be ‘Well yes, but it
depends on the price, on the battery life, how heavy it is’. So to test these interdependencies, users are
presented with a number of product options with varying attributes and asked to chose the one they most
prefer and the one they least prefer. This is then repeated many times with different attributes at the end
of which one has sufficient data to be able to model and simulate user preferences.
Moving on to the present study, the attributes that were tested were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Version availability;
Percentage of the journal’s articles that are available;
Reliability of access;
How up-to-date the content is;
Quality of content;
Cost.

The survey presented respondents with three options which varied the values for each of the above
tested attributes. For the options given, librarians were then asked to choose the one that they most
preferred and one that they least preferred. An example for this is shown in Fig. 1. Respondent were
instructed to treat all other attributes not tested here to be equal across all options.
This was then repeated eight times and each time different product options were presented. Again the
respondents chose the one that they least preferred, and the one that they most preferred. By repeating
this several times, and after over 400 completed interviews – which adds up to over 3,000 ratings –

Fig. 1. Example of questionnaire for the conjoint analysis.
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there was sufficient data to build a reliable model that shows how different attributes interact in librarian
preferences.

4. Findings
The overall importance of the single attributes is shown in Fig. 2. Quality was the most important
driver, followed by cost and then by the recency of the articles, i.e. how soon after publication the articles
are made available. Within each of these attributes, there are also different levels and it is possible to
define the importance of the different levels. For example, content from a high-quality journal is more
important than that from a low quality journal. These results are perhaps as might have been expected.
The more interesting findings are when one models and compares the preferences between two different product scenarios. Some of these are presented in the following.
The first model tested the importance of article version. It compares a journal which is paid for and
with all of its content available to another where some of the content (40%) is made freely available
in a number of different versions, varying from the unrefereed manuscript to the final published article
(Fig. 3). All other aspects of the two product options are kept the same.
The “pay for” option maintains the same attributes throughout, i.e. they are not altered in any way.
However, in the free options, different versions of the article are offered. The key finding here is that
there is little difference in librarian’s preference between the final published article and earlier versions
as long as it has been refereed. It is clear that the unrefereed paper has a lower value even though it

Fig. 2. Overall importance of attributes.
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Fig. 3. Importance of refereeing.

Fig. 4. Impact of embargos.

is free. But as soon as it is refereed the preference for free is greater than the paid-for final published
article.
The second model tested the impact of embargos (Fig. 4). In this model the paid-for final published
article is compared to the free availability of a refereed author’s manuscript with varying embargo periods. The paid-for published article is available immediately in all of these four cases and has no embargo
period. The embargo period is, however, varied for the options for free, refereed authors’ manuscript.
What is clear is that the higher preference for free content is not diminished significantly with a six
month embargo. Even at a twelve month embargo, the preference for free content is slightly higher than
for full paid content.
These results were applicable globally, but there were some geographical differences. The most notable is that the impact of free availability is strongest in Asia where there is a greater sensitivity to the
cost and a lesser importance to the recency of the article.
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5. Conclusion
The modelling of the librarian preference shows that the refereeing and quality functions of a journal are important. Once accepted, a refereed manuscript is seen as more or less equivalent to the final
published paper. Free availability of referred manuscripts is preferred to paid subscriptions of the final
published article. Embargos of less than twelve months do not alter significantly the preference for free
content over subscriptions. This impact is stronger in Asia. The overall conclusion of the study was that
self archiving of refereed papers in under twelve months of publication will undermine subscriptionbased, peer-reviewed journals.
Reference
[1] C. Beckett and S. Inger, Self-archiving and journal subscriptions: Co-existence or competition? An international survey of librarians’ preferences, Scholarly Information Strategies Ltd, 2007; http://www.
publishingresearch.net/self_archiving2.htm (summary paper based on study also available at same website).
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Usability in emerging e-content
environments
Gary Coker
Director, Research & Development, MetaPress
Abstract. This article examines usability implications of emerging e-content environments, which are characterized by integrated support for multiple publication types, including e-journals, e-books and e-reference works. The article begins by examining the many ways in which the emerging environments for accessing scholarly information are evolving from the traditional
environment. User behavior in e-content environments is examined, creating a clearer picture of the end user’s experience.
Finally, recommendations are made for improving the e-content user experience to better match user needs and behaviors,
including enhancing content discovery, findability, and content consumption, supporting monitoring behavior, and promoting
return traffic.

1. Emerging e-content environments
E-content environments in which end users access scholarly content have changed significantly in
recent years. The sheer volume of digital content available has rapidly expanded with publishers’ initiatives to digitize historical material and add new publications. Just a few years ago, most publishers
did not offer access to digital versions of content published prior to the genesis of e-journals in the
mid-1990s. Now, many publishers have begun projects to digitize the entire backfile archives of their
publications, some published prior to the 20th century. Such initiatives have the potential to increase by
orders of magnitude the amount of scholarly content available to users.
Publishers are also beginning to offer additional types of publications in the digital environment in
addition to traditional e-journals. Digitization of both new editions and historical material in books and
reference works expand the universe of existing scholarly material readily available on the network
in digital form. And the addition of completely new types of collections made possible by the online
environment, such as media collections of still imagery, video, and audio, and downloadable data sets
further increases the amount of online content available to the end user.
Content is also becoming available more quickly and in non-traditional “packaging” that escapes the
traditional model of the e-journal issue published on a regular schedule. The availability of pre-print
versions of articles and content that is published as it becomes available (rather than waiting to be
collected into a journal issue) gives users yet more choices in the content available to them.
There are also new avenues emerging that help users to discover and access all this additional content.
The emergence of pay-per-view access to individual articles, open access to articles that don’t require
a subscription, and digital libraries of local or specialist content broaden the amount of relevant content available to users. The most important trend in this area is the inclusion of indexing information
for scholarly content in popular search engines, such as Google, which now has an active program for
working with publishers to index content that formerly was hidden behind authentication mechanisms.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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With this indexing now available via Google Scholar and with Google working with libraries to include
institution-specific authentication via their Library Links program (which allows libraries to include
links to their own linking servers on Google Scholar results pages), users now have a ubiquitous alternative path for finding and accessing scholarly content.
The emerging e-content environment is also being shaped by new software ideas and increasing application of those new technologies to the scholarly information world. The rise of XML as a core
technology for managing metadata allows much easier application of rich interlinking between publication types, such as the ability to link from a term in an e-journal article to a corresponding entry in a
reference work. Search engines now offer clustering of search results, faceted navigation, and federated
search capabilities to allow users to find more relevant information. Web 2.0 ideas, including expanded
use of Web Services, Rich Internet Applications, social networking, and RSS, are beginning to make
an impact in the scholarly environment. And there is ever-increasing use of alternative devices, such as
mobile phones, to access scholarly content.
It’s important to understand what a dramatic change this new environment represents for users. Formerly, users would usually begin their search for scholarly articles on a personal computer in an abstracting and indexing database. After finding interesting article citations, users would then follow links
from the database to full text residing on a publisher’s server. This was the primary mechanism for performing topic- or subject-based searches. If the user was looking for a known item, such as a specific
journal or article, they would often begin in the library’s OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog) to locate
a journal-level link to the publisher’s site and then drill down through the available issues to articles
of interest. Google Scholar circumvents both of these content discovery avenues by allowing users to
search for articles directly using the familiar syntax, style, and intuitive relevance ranking of Google.
Having this access to article-level indexing information, including robust citation analysis, without having to use a specialized database or library catalog as a starting point, allows a larger audience to access
an ever-larger universe of scholarly information.

2. User behavior in the new environment
The challenge for publishers is to build brand identity and facilitate discovery of their content in this
new environment in which most users will never see the publisher’s home page or a list of publications
offered by the publisher. Instead, the vast majority of users now arrive from search engines such as
Google Scholar directly at the article level, where they have one-click access to the full text of the specific
article that garnered their attention in the search results list. Studies of user behavior and web analytics
data at MetaPress bear out this trend. In 2003, over 60% of all users following links to MetaPress
publisher sites arrived at the publication level. In 2006, over 60% of users arrived at the article level.
While this data would appear to imply that the number of journal-level linkers has decreased, in reality
they have not. Rather, while the total number of users arriving at the publication level continues to grow
every year, the number of users arriving at the article level is growing at a far greater rate, representing
an ever-growing proportion of total links. In fact, one of the most common user behaviors seen on
publishers’ sites in 2006 can be described as follows: The user arrives on the site at the article level,
scans the metadata (article title, authors, abstract, etc.) to verify that they have linked to the desired
article, clicks the “Download full text” link to download a PDF file, and then immediately uses the
browser’s “Back” button to navigate back to their search results list on a search engine such as Google
Scholar.
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This type of information-seeking behavior, characterized by highly-precise linking to specific content
and very short sessions at any given website, is a Web-wide trend that affects all sites, not just publisher
websites. In their 2006 book “Prioritizing Web Usability” (New Riders), Nielsen and Loranger note
that the amount of time spent on any given website is becoming shorter and shorter, with their research
showing that most pages are viewed for less than 2 minutes. Sessions are becoming shorter but the total
number of sessions is increasing. From an “information foraging” perspective (see Peter Pirolli’s book
“Information Foraging: A Theory of Adaptive Interaction with Information” [Oxford University Press,
2006]), users are more likely to “snack” on information today rather than consume the large “meals” of
years past.
User studies and session length statistics at MetaPress show the validity of the growing trends described above. Statistics from early 2006 show that over 25% of all linking traffic to MetaPress publisher
sites originated from Google and Google Scholar, with that percentage showing steady growth over time.
Those statistics also show that 58% of all sessions on MetaPress publisher sites were less than 1 minute
in duration.
Increased “fragmentation” is another characteristic of the user experience in the emerging environment. The user experience is fragmented in that the user rarely begins seeking content on a publisher’s
website. Rather, most information-seeking sessions begin somewhere else, such as at a general search
engine such as Google, a library tool such as the OPAC, A-to-Z list, or federated search engine, or an
aggregator site such as offered by database vendors. From there, the user may follow links to multiple
other services, such as linking servers (OpenURL resolvers) or external authentication services such
as Athens, before finally arriving at the desired content on the publisher’s site. This fragmentation can
lengthen the user’s path to full text and may contribute to the short session durations described above.
As a result of the myriad pathways users can follow to myriad content sources, we find that most
users of a given publisher’s website are not habitual users. Users perceive publisher sites as endpoints
for their information seeking, viewing them as content repositories and not as discovery environments.
Thus, they rarely take the time to explore or learn features at the publisher’s site. Most simply download
full text and go away to seek more full text elsewhere (we refer to this behavior of collecting full text
to read later as “harvesting”). Finally, user behavior in the scholarly environment is heavily influenced
by users’ Google experience on the popular Web. Users expect to find thousands of results in less than
a second using a simple, approachable user interface and often succumb to an emphasis on speed and
convenience over quality.
An important goal for publishers in this new environment must be to find ways to meet more of the
user’s information needs after their arrival on a specific article’s landing page, beyond just clicking on a
full text link and going away. By offering links to related content and faceted (dimensional) navigation
that allows in-context content discovery via link-following rather than search formulation and typing,
publishers can increase session length and keep more of the user’s attention for scholarly information
focused on their own websites.
3. Leveraging user behavior to improve the user experience
There are three overriding principles that publishers may follow to attempt to leverage user behavior
in the emerging environment:
• Increase findability of the publisher’s content at other sites,
• Help the user discover additional content while at the publisher’s site, and
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• Entice the user to return directly and more often to the publisher’s site.
Because users spend so little time at any given website, it is imperative that publisher sites eliminate obstacles that hinder users’ discovery of and access to information – every click is important. The
best way to increase findability is to support deep linking directly to content, thus reducing the number
of clicks required to access content and maximizing the user’s time. In addition to offering publisherdefined durable or persistent URLs and Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for all content objects, publishers can also support robust OpenURL linking, federated search protocols, and bookmarkable URLs
that don’t require the user to use a “linking syntax” to return to a specific content item. The overall goal
should be to syndicate and distribute metadata as widely as possible in order to facilitate the use of that
metadata in links that target the publisher’s website. The more places that users can find metadata and
use it easily the more likely they are to link to the content.
Optimizing the user’s search experience can also enhance findability and content discovery. For example, MetaPress now offers a clustering search engine with dimensional navigation that allows users
to not only find relevant results quickly but to explore and refine those results by simply following links
(see Fig. 1). By categorizing search results along many dimensions (such as by publication type [journal,
book, reference work], date of publication, subject, etc.), displaying all those categories and associated
refinement statistics (e.g. how many results of each publication type appear in the results list) alongside
the results, and allowing users to refine results by simple link following, the user has a much richer, more
compelling, and easier to navigate information environment than ever before.
Our research shows that most users do not type in more than one search query during a session on a
publisher’s website. So if a user does not find an article of interest in the search results produced by their
initial query, they will often leave the site rather than attempting to refine the search by adding keywords.
Publishers should eliminate the need for users to do additional typing to add keywords to refine their
searches. Instead, by using results clustering, users can immediately see how their results cluster into
various categories and refine their search by simply clicking on the refinement links. Users are much
more likely to follow refinement links than to modify queries via typing and are thus more likely to see
and consume additional content on the publisher’s site when using dimensional navigation.
Publishers can also offer features on article landing pages that give the user more reasons to stay on
the publisher’s site and discover and explore additional content. These features can include live links to
referenced articles cited by the article, “Forward Links” (links to articles that cite the article currently
being viewed), live page-level previews of PDF-format articles, and links to related content in other types
of publications (such as links from a journal article to related information in reference works and book
chapters). When offering links to related content, it is important to place links on the landing page in
close visual proximity to the primary content. This makes it more likely that the user will notice the links
and explore them. Also, as described above, publishers should emphasize link-following over search or
other types of interfaces that are more complex than simple clicks on links.
For example, using standards such as OpenURL, DOIs and CrossRef, MetaPress publisher websites
“light up” live links to articles cited by the article the user is viewing. This provides the user with a
more seamless content discovery experience, reducing the need to search for cited articles in order to
more fully explore a topic. With extensive citation indexing information, MetaPress can also provide
links to articles that cite the article that the user is viewing. Whereas links to references always point to
older articles, “forward linking” to articles that cite the current article are useful for finding more recent
research on the topic that the current article covers. This type of citation indexing and linking can also
give the user an indication of how important the current article was to later research.
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Fig. 1. MetaPress’s dimensional navigation (right side of page).

Other ideas for improving the user experience at e-content sites based on observed user behavior
include:
•
•
•
•

Exposing metadata- and usage-analytics as content discovery tools,
Supporting “session resume” and “harvesting” behaviors,
Facilitating monitoring behavior by offering RSS feeds, and
Supporting access via alternative devices such as mobile phones.

Publishers can expose metadata- and usage-analytics data to offer features such as links to the “Most
Cited Articles”, “Most Popular Articles by Subject”, and to provide rich interlinking between publications. Supporting user-supplied metadata through tagging and folksonomy features may also facilitate
content discovery. Since users now access content via shorter but more frequent sessions, it makes sense
to leverage that behavior. For example, allow users to access a “Recently Viewed Items” list on all pages
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to allow them to easily return to content without searching again or backtracking with the browser’s
Back button. Supporting export of metadata to citation management software makes it easy for the user
and others to return to the publisher’s website to explore the cited articles. By offering RSS feeds as an
alternative to alert emails, publishers can widen metadata distribution, encourage users to return regularly, and integrate scholarly content activities into the user’s day-to-day information monitoring routine.
Finally, publishers should support content access on alternative devices beyond the personal computer.
By emphasizing link-following, flattening navigational structures to reduce clicks, supporting interaction between the user’s mobile device and personal computer, and supporting adaptive rendering of
content so that it is easily consumable on alternative devices, publishers can increase the visibility and
availability of content to a broader audience.
4. Summary
The proliferation of digital content available to users combined with the evolving e-content environment enabled by ubiquitous indexing in tools like Google Scholar and the subsequent changes in user
behavior that result from this new environment are creating new challenges for publishers in meeting
users’ needs while promoting their content. Studying usability provides opportunities for publishers to
not only take advantage of existing user behavior but also to shape future behavior by innovating to
meet user needs and goals by improving the user experience. And by improving the user experience,
publishers can increase content usage and user satisfaction.
Gary Coker is Director of R&D at MetaPress (www.metapress.com), where he is
responsible for guiding research and development activities for emerging technologies, user experience, and best practices for e-content Web sites and services for the
world’s largest primary host of e-content.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents some ideas about fighting plagiarism and what we can do about preserving Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). It will highlight interesting findings arising from our investigations on the
topic – some of which are actually quite shocking. The last part of this paper presents an overview of
upcoming technology while shedding light on its implications on the quality of life. As emerging technology is expected to drastically transform our lives, due consideration on social aspects of technology
is necessary.
2. Plagiarism and Intellectual Property Rights
The ease of accessibility to information both on the web and in databases has increased the tendency
for plagiarism [1,2]. As such it becomes possible that someone to take things not written by oneself
without the proper attribution or recognition. This could imply the lack of proper referencing and not
obtaining permission from the rightful authors. This could lead to IPR violations, when ownership protections of copyrights are violated. The biggest helpers in this area are actually the powerful search
engines and Wikipedia, which make copy and paste extremely easy [3].
According to Stefan Weber [3] in his book “The Google Copy and Paste Syndrome”, most researchers
as well as journalists alike rely largely on Google search and Wikipedia. They use the information found
there without rechecking and without quotation. A famous quote by Förster from the 1970s said that we
are in the process of creating a reality by computation. Weber reformulated it and stated that we are in the
process of creating reality by “Googeling” [3]. The way young people in particular, experience reality
has changed drastically. Things defined on the web (i.e. Wikipedia or Google) are seen as absolute reality
by them. Weber further emphasizes the consequence of lack of rigour in the scientific process (due to the
fast and easy acquisition of information) that affects the creative writing and thinking process leading to
a degradation of quality of life [3].
Plagiarism has been widely encountered in the production of scholarly works. The large number of
“paper mills” [4] is a major contributing factor. Figure 1 illustrates a fraction of the available sites.
We conducted a rather interesting experiment, in which the first author wrote to one of the bigger page
mills requesting for a paper on Web 2.0 with all the IPR, of about 15 pages in length and in a quality
*
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Fig. 1. Examples of “paper mills” (Source: Coastal Carolina University, http://www.coastal.edu/library/presentations/mills2.
html).

that it would be published by a major journal. The page mill agreed that payment could be made after
the paper was accepted by the journal. After a week, an offer was received for publishing the paper at a
price of 35,000 Dollars. This illustrates the institutionalised channels which are becoming available for
academics to commit unethical practices. It also means that anyone with one million Dollars to spare
can order thirty high quality scholarly articles and get a professorship at any university in Europe and
the United States. That may sound scary, but it is unfortunately the truth.
Of course, publishers are concerned with plagiarism and IPR violation for various reasons. Who wants
an old paper in a good journal? Who wants to be sued for using plagiarised material without actually
knowing that this is plagiarised? Publishing of plagiarised papers presents a potential of IPR violation,
as the originally published works may have already assigned copyright to the publisher.
IPR violations are dealt with much more seriously than plagiarism as it could lead to lose of income.
Government or commercial organisations are thus more concerned about IPR violations than about plagiarism. As an illustration, there was a series of studies conducted in Austria prepared for 20,000 Euros
a piece. Upon conducting a review of the published reports, it was found that two of the reports submitted were identical copies of studies conducted at institutions in Germany. This was a blatant from of
plagiarism as only the name of the authors and a few lines in the abstract were changed leaving the body
of the report exactly the same as prior studies. The organisation concerned was not perturbed about this,
as the results of the studies were found to be satisfactory. The danger of being sued for publishing the
plagiarized work, was entirely disregarded in this situation.
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Another experiment was conducted on the prior work of the first author, where a plagiarism detection
tool was applied on a former paper. The tool indicated that the author had copied 73 percent, which
turned out to be a big surprise for the author. Upon further analysis it was found out that this paper had
been copied from two other papers found on servers of German universities. These servers had maintained copies of the same paper without permission of Springer-Verlag, the publisher of the paper. In the
end, this issue was resolved with the help of two colleagues from the university concerned declaring the
original source of the text. This case has thus demonstrated the main weakness of plagiarism detection
tools. Plagiarism detection tools cannot be used as a proof beyond doubt. It merely presents evidences
of possible infringements.
There are however, tools that can be used in cases, where a denial of plagiarism is made. There was
an instance when a Masters thesis was suspected to have been plagiarized, but the student had denied
the accusation. In this case a tool called “Cloze”, was employed. This software shows a student the text
on a screen with each fifth word erased. The student was then required to fill in the missing words. This
tool was successfully used to prove the case. Statistics has shown that a true author is able to fill in 80
percent of the words correctly, while plagiarizing authors could achieve less than 20 percent.
Another interesting observation is the availability of anti-anti-plagiarism software. Such a software
accepts the submission of a copied paper. This software then replaces words by synonyms and slightly
rearranges the text. After this transformation, no currently available tools will be able to determine that
this document was plagiarised. The reason for this is that, a typical software for plagiarism detection
usually works as follows: It splits documents into small pieces and for each piece a query into the
World Wide Web and into databases is conducted. If there are similarities, the likelihood of plagiarism
is calculated. This technique however has several problems:
•
•
•
•

It is not stable against synonyms.
It cannot detect plagiarized texts that have been translated to another language.
Its search is basically restricted to published works openly available on the web.
Obviously, the tools also do not detect plagiarism from printed books.

There are however two alternatives approaches that can be applied. One is called “Stylometry” [5],
which checks whether there is a break in style within the paper, which of course can be debated. Further research is required to extend the capability of stylometry based tools for advanced discoveries of
similarities in writing styles.
The other, rather powerful option is the manual technique. This means that you take a sentence that
you find is particular or unique for a paper and perform search using Google or other big global search
engines. If this document has been copied from a paper, the chances that you will find the original source
immediately are very high. This is possible as global search engines index a huge number of documents.
Despite its simplicity, this approach is extremely effective and can also be used in conjunction with other
approaches.
We then developed our own tool for plagiarism detection built on top of Google [6]. We compared the
performance of the home grown tool with existing tools that are available on the market for plagiarism
detection. To our surprise our tool outperformed even leading software used by institutions worldwide
for plagiarism detection such as Turnitin [7] and Mydropbox [8].
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3. Web search and the power of detecting document similarity
One may wonder the reason for the superior performance of the home grown tool. What made a
difference was that we used the Google search engine. The question that may then arise is: Why is
not everybody using the Google API to build applications if it is so good? This answer is very simple:
Google does not allow it. The API usage agreement is limited to 1,000 queries per day per terminal. This
will not be adequate for even experimentations as checking a singe master thesis of hundred pages, will
require about 2,000 queries. Therefore, Google API cannot be applied for such systems. But of course
it means that it is not a product, it was however good enough for our tests. Due to this limitation, we
contacted Google to acquire a licence for one million queries a day. The answer by Google was: “We
are not talking about prices. We are not giving this to anyone”.
A scary thought is that, Google as a company with their powerful document similarity detection power,
could put the 35 companies out of business. Google would easily be able to develop a plagiarism detection tool much better than what we did – it took us six weeks and one person. The book “Web Dragon”
by Ian Witten [9], provides deep insights on the workings of a Global Search engine. Google indexes
more servers than any other search engine. There may be better search engines in a certain sense, but
they do not have the same width of coverage. As such Google has become the gatekeeper to all our data
[9].
Google is also starting to use its monopoly in a number of ways [10]. What they are doing is not
illegal, but one has to be wary of a monopoly of this proportion. Although, Google is still our friend
in many ways, but they also pose the biggest dangers we have ever had in the last twenty years in the
information technology sector. In addition to the plagiarism case, there are other areas where Google
is not playing fair any more [10]. At the beginning their ranking was entirely according to the link
popularity leading into Web pages. They are still using Page Ranks, but no one knows exactly how they
do it now. They now have preferred customers and others who are in their blacklist. A preferred customer,
for example, is Wikipedia. Wikipedia is quite good, but it consistently receives a higher ranking from
Google search engine as compared to other global search engines. Mayer’s Encyclopaedia, a German
Encyclopaedia, however finds it much tougher to make it on Google’s ranks. They also manipulate their
ranking mechanism to also put spammers at a disadvantage. Google has now moved beyond objectivity.
It also supports unethical applications as seen in the search offering in China. China only agreed to
introduce Google with the condition that it puts limitations on what can be found.
But what may even be the worst of all is their ability in analysing the hundred millions of queries that
come in every day. From this analysis, they know how economies are going to develop over the next
few weeks or months. It was known in summer that in November the real estate market will reach rock
bottom in five states of the United States [11]. It will not be difficult to imagine, what can be done with
an access to such information.
Therefore an effort is needed to check on big search engines’ monopoly. We would need international
laws to constrain what can be discovered using data mining. We have international agreements on what
is allowed in telephony. Telephone companies are thus not allowed to store the conversations between
two people on the telephone. However there are no laws to constraint what analysis Google can do with
user mails in Google Mail. Together with such a law, we also need an international agreement and this
international agreement (similar to the Kyoto Protocol) can be designed for quickly. We are really facing
a very serious problem and it is much more serious than most people think.
What can we do? We should establish a European Centre for Plagiarism and IPR Violation Detection
[12]. We have business models that show that with some start funding it will eventually become self
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supporting. This should not be seen as a fight between Europe against the United States, but it has to be
a fight against a global monopoly. Exclusive monopolies are always bad. There was this statement 20 or
25 years ago that IBM is not a competitor, but that IBM is the environment. Today, the statement states
that Google is not a competitor, but it is the environment. This situation is unacceptable, regardless of
which company it is about. We have to have at least a number of competitors and hopefully at some
stage some regular restrictions. We need a good search engine for plagiarism detection and it is hoped
that we can get it together with an agency such as FAST. The developed plagiarism detection tool will
also eventually serve as a competitive search engine.
Furthermore, through a Centre such as this, we would be able to actually overcome the three other
big weaknesses: synonyms, language barriers and non open databases. We now know the solutions to
the problem. We know how we can talk to the biggest publishers and make sure that they give us what
seems to them completely meaningless information about the papers that they have in their journal but
enough to detect plagiarism as soon as a paper is submitted. The advantage for the publishers is that
once the suspicion of plagiarism is detected, someone has to actually check it. This in turn will increase
the traffic on their paid sites. Therefore, this is a win–win situation.
4. Upcoming technology
We will now look further into future, to help us see the best direction to be taken in addressing social
issues such as plagiarism and IPR violation. Our world is going to change rapidly further because of
the advances in technology. You all know that by Moore’s law, capacity of computers doubles in about
18 months. This means that they will be ten-times faster and ten-times larger storage in twelve years.
A USB stick will then have 50 gigabytes and a usual hard disc in your laptop will have five terabytes,
which would be enough to keep the whole Library of Congress on it. Things will also get smaller again.
The computer of the future will look like a Blackberry and more powerful than the current laptop.
Basically what we will have in the future will be a combination of cell phone, computer, camera, GPS,
microphone and loudspeaker and it will have tools for identification and payment. It will be a passport
and driver’s licence and your credit card all in one. And of course it will have access wirelessly to the
internet. That need not be surprising as today’s PDAs can almost do this.
So what is so new? The new thing about it is that they will not have hard discs because they are
mechanical devices. In the near future, this will all be on chip. Nano-biology techniques will allow a
density of ten terabytes on one square centimetre. What is more, there will be no screen and no keyboard
and energy consumption will therefore be much lower. So we will be able to work for a long time, as a
fuel cell, which at the moment is already ten-times more efficient than batteries in laptops. We only do
not use them now, because they are very expensive.
What will this look like in the future and why do I say that there will be no screens and no keyboards?
There are many technologies going this way, of which one is shown in Fig. 2.
The PC in the pocket is in wireless connection to the glasses and delivers through the glasses stereo
sound. The receivers and transmitters go directly to the ear bone. More importantly, there are two little
mirrors in theses glasses that project the image that comes from the computer directly on to retinas or
the pupil. Clearly, the retina is where eventually all of our pictures end up, so it is completely ridiculous
to have screening in between. There are two glasses, it means of course that you see a stereo picture, i.e.
a 3D picture.
The other very important thing is the camera. The trivial implication is that I can see through it which
means I can see in pitch darkness because I can switch to infrared. While walking on the beach and an
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Fig. 2. The visible part of the PC 2012.

interesting object 200 metres away is noticed, 20 fold optical zoom could be applied to see this object
is a little bit more accurately. The camera is observing the surroundings and all the gestures, which –
together with the microphone – will replace the keyboard. But if you need a keyboard because you want
to type a complicated name or something like this, your computer projects a three dimensional keyboard
into your eyes.
Furthermore, there will likely be automatic translation. In about 20 years, we will have indeed translation machines that are good enough for communication. They will not be perfect because perfect translation is something beyond what we even can see might be possible in the future. But good translation is
something that we can do to some extent now, understandable translation and good enough translation
will be achieved in 20 years. So this means for discussion, when you drive to Greece to negotiate for
your hotel room or do simple kind of conversation, it will be certainly good enough. Much better than
the little bit of New Greek that you might have learned at school.
Altogether, this means that people will carry a whole library of information with them that will be
automatically updated from the internet. And this is the kind of publication scenario that we will have to
deal with. At the moment, a laptop is not convenient to take along in the street car or into the bed. But
this will be possible in future.

5. Conclusion
Technology is continuing to change very rapidly. Looking only at the next two or three years is not
enough. The consequence of this development might be painful for some parts of the publishing industry.
Printed material will have a bigger competition than it has now. Just imagine, before I go on holiday,
I go to a new kind of electronic book shop and download 1,000 books on my digital paper. But I pay
only for nine books, because I decide I will not read more than nine books on my holiday. The books
are downloaded and encrypted. While sitting on the beach, I can browse now through these 1,000 books,
looking at the front page, the back page and parts of its content. But if I start to read more than ten books
the device suddenly says that you have to pay before you can continue to read. So I only can read nine
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books but I have my transportable book shop with me, in which I can browse while I am sitting on the
beach or travelling. For scientific and other journals, the printed versions will not disappear completely,
but they will lose importance. The model of the future will be that the electronic version will be offered
for a fairly low charge and at the end of the year you can also buy the printed version for a rather high
price. Most people will live with the electronic version while some libraries and some archival places
will still buy at high price the printed version. This will be your business model. For some types of
books the time printed version is over. In my opinion, the 31 volume Brockhaus encyclopaedia, it will
be the last one to be printed in Germany. However, there will be new business models with regards to
plagiarism and IPR violation.
All these gadgets will facilitate an even more rapid generation of information. The rate at which
information will be produced will even surpass the ability of the hardware mentioned above. What does
all this mean for our efforts in dealing with plagiarism and IPR violation?
It will become much more difficult to ascertain the originality of content. New techniques will have
to be developed to authenticate originality or novelty of content. The proposed Centre for dealing with
plagiarism and IPR violation, will thus have an added role for the future with this respect.
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1. Introduction
I was asked to speak about libraries in times of open access. The plural, “times”, is appropriate. Open
access is nothing new in libraries. Libraries have been about open access for a long time. When I was in
library school some decades ago, the term “open access” was used in connection with allowing library
users to have free access to the shelves. By that time, at least in countries of the Anglo-American and
Nordic library tradition, this issue had long been resolved in favour of access. Of course, in librarianship
there remains a tension between access and preservation that goes back several millennia. The great
library of King Ashurbanipal (c. 668–627 BCE) in Nineveh illustrates this. The collection of about
thirty thousand clay tablets occupied many rooms in the king’s palace and was organised by subject. The
clay tablets were kept in earthen jars which were kept in orderly rows on shelves. There was a kind of
catalogue to help users find materials. It was open to both official and private scholars, but censorship was
also practiced and materials that displeased the King were removed from the collection [19]. For a long
time books were expensive to produce and hence relatively scarce. During this time, the preservation
of books had a high priority and protective measures were taken that sometimes made access difficult
or uncomfortable. In mediaeval libraries books were commonly chained to the bookshelves to prevent
theft. But generally the development of librarianship has been towards increasing access and reaching
out actively to potential users.
In scholarship and science a similar trend is seen. An example is the journal Nature, founded in 1869
with lofty ideals of bringing science within reach of the general public:
It is intended, FIRST, to place before the general public the grand results of Scientific Work and
Scientific Discovery; and to urge the claims of Science to a more general recognition in Education
and in Daily Life; and, SECONDLY, to aid Scientific men themselves, by giving early information of
all advances made in any branch of Natural knowledge throughout the world, and by affording them
an opportunity of discussing the various Scientific questions which arise from time to time [33].
In practice, in our century, this is not so simple. To illustrate: I subscribe to a weekly mailing list called
Complexity digest (http://www.comdig.com/), which highlights interesting articles in a huge range of
disciplines, ranging from archaeology and ecology to nanoscience, bioinformatics and brain research.
Every so often, when I click on a link to see an article, I find myself on Nature’s website, where I am
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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told to register as a user and pay $30. In the grand scheme of things, and with a strong euro, $30 is not
that much, but in many countries $30 is the equivalent of a week’s grocery shopping, or more.
A banal example, but if we were to start discussing it, it would illustrate that there are different ways
of looking at the economics of scholarly publishing and that there are underlying tensions among the
parties concerned: authors, publishers, readers, and – that’s why I am here – librarians. These parties
have been affected in quite different ways by the technological revolution that has given rise to the
Internet and online journals. In the last decade or so the tensions between them have led to the open
access movement.
My task this morning is to talk about libraries and open access. I intend to deal with the following
questions:
•
•
•
•

Briefly, what is open access?
Why open access?
How do librarians respond to open access?
What is the role of libraries in an open access environment?

2. What is open access?
A simple definition is found in the eIFL-IP Handbook on copyright and related issues for libraries
[14], which states that the term “open access” is used to refer to
. . . the free (gratis) availability of peer-reviewed literature on the public internet, permitting any user
to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search or link to the full texts of the articles” (p.1).
This definition is derived from the Budapest Open Access Initiative [7]:
. . . the world-wide electronic distribution of the peer-reviewed journal literature and completely free
and unrestricted access to it by all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other curious minds.
In the Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing [6] we find a more precise and “legal” definition:
An Open Access Publication is one that meets the following two conditions:
• The author(s) and copyright holder(s) grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual
right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and
to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, subject
to proper attribution of authorship, as well as the right to make small numbers of printed copies
for their personal use.
• A complete version of the work and all supplemental materials, including a copy of the permission as stated above, in a suitable standard electronic format is deposited immediately upon initial
publication in at least one online repository that is supported by an academic institution, scholarly society, government agency, or other well-established organization that seeks to enable open
access, unrestricted distribution, interoperability, and long-term archiving (for the biomedical sciences, PubMed Central is such a repository).
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The Berlin Declaration [5], issued shortly after the Bethesda Statement, used essentially the same definition.1 The salient points common to these definitions are that open access concerns scholarly literature
(peer-reviewed or not) that is subject to copyright (not in the public domain) and is made available free
of charge by depositing it in a long-term reliable, standards-compliant online repository with a licence
permitting unrestricted access and utilisation subject only to proper attribution of authorship and ethical
norms.
There is some disagreement on the taxonomy and naming of open access mechanisms (cf. [7,10,14,
34]). For the purposes of this paper two main forms of open access publishing are distinguished:
• Open access archives: These are repositories in which copies of already published articles are deposited for free access by all. This is also referred to as self-archiving. However, the scope of open
access archives is not restricted to already-published articles, but may also encompass pre-prints,
theses, dissertations, manuals, teaching materials and other grey literature. Open access archives
that are maintained by universities and research institutions for works contributed by their staff
and students are called institutional repositories. This is a rapidly growing group, although subjectbased archives such as the ‘arXiv’ physics archives appeared on the scene earlier and paved the
way for open access archiving. In order for their contents to be accessible worldwide, open access
archives have to be OAI-compatible: they comply with the Open Archive Initiative’s Metadata Harvesting Protocol, which ensures that they are interoperable and searchable by any search engine
[10]. The Directory of open access repositories [22] currently covers over 800 OA archives.
• Open access journals: these are published online and are accessible free of charge. The Directory
of open access journals [13], which currently covers over 2,500 journals and gives access to over
125,000 articles, defines open access journals as “journals that use a funding model that does not
charge readers or their institutions for access”. They therefore do not derive their income from subscriptions but rely on alternative business models. This is a simplified account. There are degrees of
open access on the basis of which Bailey [4], for example, distinguishes five categories of journals.

3. Why open access?
The rise of the open access movement results from the convergence of an economic crisis, a moral
crisis, and an enabling technology. The economic problem is one of spiralling prices. A study for the
European Community found that between 1975 and 1995 the prices of print journals rose by between
200% and 300% above the cost of inflation [12]. According to the Association of Research Libraries
(ARL) expenditures for serials by research libraries in the United States increased by 210% between
1986 and 2001 while the inflation rate increased by 62%. Typical library expenditures tripled, but the
number of titles subscribed to declined by 5% [3]. The ARL is an elite group of well-funded institutions.
Elsewhere, librarians were forced to cancel journal subscriptions year after year, and cut back drastically
on monograph purchases in order to maintain what were seen as essential journal titles. In developing
countries the situation was catastrophic: by the mid 1990s some university libraries in sub-Saharan
Africa were left with just a few hundred serial titles, many of them received free of charge [24]. The
1

The Berlin declaration states that a complete version of the work “is deposited (and thus published)”, not “is deposited
immediately”. The preamble to the definition in the Berlin Declaration is also interesting because it widens the scope somewhat,
going beyond peer-reviewed journal literature: “Open access contributions include original scientific research results, raw data
and metadata, source materials, digital representations of pictorial and graphical materials and scholarly multimedia material”.
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formation of library consortia and the negotiation of “big deals” with electronic journal aggregators
provided relief, but did not address the structural problem.
The second factor is a twofold moral crisis. One dimension of this has already been referred to: the
inability of scholars in developing countries to gain access to the record of world’s science and scholarship. The “digital divide” is not merely a technology divide, but also a content or knowledge divide.
The second dimension is a growing sense that the relationship between authors, journal publishers and
users is out of balance and unfair. The time available to me does not allow me to discuss intellectual
property issues in this paper. I merely observe that there has been growing resentment and anger among
librarians and the scholarly community at exorbitant increases in the cost of journal subscriptions, “double dipping” (exploiting the services of academics as unpaid authors, referees and editorial advisers,
and charging their institutions for access to their works), and ongoing attempts by means of legislation,
treaties, licensing and technology2 to control access to the scholarly corpus (referred to as the “enclosure
of the information commons”3 .
To illustrate how the enclosure of the information commons is affecting scholars and librarians, let
me cite just one example, the result of repeated extensions of the term of copyright in the USA and
Europe. When libraries undertake digitisation projects, they concentrate on material that is clearly in
the public domain, because negotiating permissions for digitising material in copyright is very timeconsuming. The question arises: where is a safe cut-off date before which we can be sure that a work
is in the public domain? One major national library in Europe considers 1860 to be the rule of thumb
cut-off date. This appears absurd, but let’s assume that a precocious author published a book while in
his teens in 1860 and then lived to a ripe old age of ninety, dying in 1932. If we add seventy years to
this, copyright on this work would have expired in 2002. This is an extreme but not impossible example.
Add to this the phenomenon that the copyright holders of a large proportion of such older literature (the
so-called “orphan works”) cannot be identified or located and the result is that a large slice of the world’s
intellectual heritage is inaccessible to contemporary readers, to no-one’s benefit.
The third factor is the advent of the Internet, and of digital technology that can be used both to control
and to enhance access. Digital technology seems at first sight to offer significant cost savings by reducing
set-up costs as well as marginal costs. In this way it seems to make possible dissemination at close to zero
cost. In practice this has not happened. The set-up costs of electronic publications do not differ much
from those of printed publications. There may be some reduction in marginal costs, but the savings may
be illusory as some cost elements (e.g. those relating to information and communications technology –
ICT – infrastructure) are passed on from publishers to users [31]. However, digital technology also makes
possible a much greater degree of control by publishers. Whereas publishers of print journals have very
little control over who reads a given print journal issue once it has left their warehouses, publishers of
electronic journals can use digital technology to monitor and limit access on an article-by-article basis.
At the same time the Internet is a levelling technology that offers individuals and institutions the means
of disseminating and receiving information at a modest cost regardless of distance. This opportunity has
been seized by the academic community. To cite the Budapest document:
2

Digital rights management (DRM) technology, criticised because in giving content providers control over redistribution and
access to material, it can lock up material that should be available under fair use exemptions.
3
“The concept of a ‘commons’ . . . draws on the writings of Lessig [20] whose central claim is that there are significant
benefits derived from resources held in common and that the Internet forms an innovation commons. The defining features
of this space can be summarised as: a resource that is held in common or in joint use or possession, and is ‘free’ in that it is
accessible without limitation or seeking permission from others. Free also from state control or market control. Outside the
realm of capitalist logic as it is an undivided resource, contrary to the pervasive notions of property.” [25].
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An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make possible an unprecedented public
good. The old tradition is the willingness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their
research in scholarly journals without payment, for the sake of inquiry and knowledge. The new
technology is the internet. The public good they make possible is the world-wide electronic distribution of the peer-reviewed journal literature and completely free and unrestricted access to it by
all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other curious minds. Removing access barriers to this
literature will accelerate research, enrich education, share the learning of the rich with the poor and
the poor with the rich, make this literature as useful as it can be, and lay the foundation for uniting
humanity in a common intellectual conversation and quest for knowledge [7].
Open access is a movement that is advocated with evangelistic fervour. Open access advocate Peter
Suber [30] claims that both the spread of open access archiving policies by funding agencies and universities and the spread of institutional repositories are “unstoppable” trends. Although the adoption of
open access policies is not immediately accompanied by an equal rush of academics wishing to deposit
their work [26,35], there is no doubt that the open access movement is a significant trend that cannot be
lightly dismissed.
Not surprisingly, open access has been hailed as a solution for developing countries [2,10], as it has the
potential to facilitate not only North-South information flow but also South–North flow, by enhancing
the visibility of work published by scholars from developing countries. In 2005 the Salvador Declaration
on Open Access: the Developing World Perspective, was adopted by an international seminar in Brazil. It
urged “governments to make Open Access a high priority in science policies”. Point 5 of this declaration
states:
Open Access must facilitate developing countries’ active participation in the worldwide exchange of
scientific information, including free access to the heritage of scientific knowledge, effective participation in the process of generation and dissemination of knowledge, and strengthening the coverage
of topics of direct relevance to developing countries [28].
In November 2006 a Workshop on Electronic Publishing and Open Access was held in Bangalore,
India, and the delegates agreed on a model National Open Access Policy for Developing countries [36].

4. How do librarians respond to open access?
Librarians generally have responded with a mixture of enthusiasm and caution. Many librarians are
vocal advocates for open access. It offers a way out of the journal price crisis. It also offers a way out of
what Peter Suber calls the permissions crisis that impedes the use of digital resources:
The permission crisis means that, even when they pay, libraries are hamstrung by licensing terms
and software locks that prevent them from using electronic journals in the same full and free way
that they may now use print journals [29].
Potentially, open access would simplify the librarian’s life considerably:
• You would own, not merely license, your own copies of electronic journals.
• You would have the right to archive them forever without special permission or periodic payments.
Long-term preservation and access would not be limited to the actions taken by publishers, with
future market potential in mind, but could be supplemented by independent library actions.
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• If publishers did not migrate older content, such as the back runs of journals, to new media and
formats to keep them readable as technology changed, then libraries would have the right to do it
on their own.
• Access and usage would not be limited by password, IP address, usage hours, institutional affiliation, physical location, a cap on simultaneous users, or ability to pay. You would not have to
authenticate users or administer proxy servers.
• You would have the right to lend and copy digital articles on any terms you liked to any users you
liked. You could offer the same services to users affiliated with your institution, walk-in patrons,
users at home, visiting faculty, and ILL users.
• Faculty and others could donate digital literature and software without violating their licenses, and
you could accept them without limiting their usability.
• All use would be non-infringing use, and all use allowed by law would also be allowed by technology. There would be no need for fair-use judgment calls and their accompanying risk of liability.
There would be no need to err on the side of non-use. Faculty could reproduce full-text for students
without the delays, costs, or uncertainties of seeking permission.
• You would not have to negotiate, either as individual institutions or consortia, for prices or licensing
terms. You would not have to remember, consult, or even retain, complex licensing agreements that
differ from publisher to publisher and year to year.
• Users who object to cookies or registration would have the same access privileges as other users.
Anonymous inquiry would be possible again for every user.
• You would never have to cancel a subscription due to a tight budget or unacceptable licensing terms.
Researchers would not encounter gaps in the collection corresponding to journals with unacceptable
prices or licensing terms [29].
This paints a very attractive picture, because it directly addresses the daily frustrations librarians experience with the conventional scholarly publishing system.
A number of library associations have signed open access declarations or passed their own resolutions
[34]. The Association of Research Libraries (ARL), referred to earlier, has taken a strong position in
favour of open access and was a founder of the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
(SPARC), which describes itself as “an alliance of academic and research libraries and organizations
working to correct market dysfunction in the scholarly publishing system” [28].
More fundamentally, open access resonates with the professional ethos of librarians. This is reflected
in the IFLA Statement on open access to scholarly literature and research documentation [18], the text
of which is reproduced at the end of this paper. It states that the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) is “committed to ensuring the widest possible access to information for
all peoples” and acknowledges “that the discovery, contention, elaboration and application of research
in all fields will enhance progress, sustainability and human well being”. The Statement takes a strong
position in principle in favour of open access:
IFLA affirms that comprehensive open access to scholarly literature and research documentation is
vital to the understanding of our world and to the identification of solutions to global challenges and
particularly the reduction of information inequality.
Open access guarantees the integrity of the system of scholarly communication by ensuring that
all research and scholarship will be available in perpetuity for unrestricted examination and, where
relevant, elaboration or refutation.
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At the same time IFLA recognises the roles of many stake-holders, including publishers, to all of
whom it addresses seven open access principles. These deal with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Protection of the moral rights of authors;
Effective peer review;
Opposition to all forms of censorship;
Succession of scholarly works to the public domain;
Measures to combat information inequality;
Support for development of sustainable open access publishing models;
Measures to ensure long-term preservation and availability of scholarly literature and documentation.

Of these seven, I would highlight three:
4. Succession to the public domain of all scholarly literature and research documentation at the expiration of the limited period of copyright protection provided by law, which period should be
limited to a reasonable time, and the exercise of fair use provisions, unhindered by technological
or other constraints, to ensure ready access by researchers and the general public during the period
of protection.
5. Implementation of measures to overcome information inequality by enabling both publication
of quality assured scholarly literature and research documentation by researchers and scholars
who may be disadvantaged, and also ensuring effective and affordable access for the peoples of
developing nations and all who experience disadvantage including the disabled.
6. Support for collaborative initiatives to develop sustainable open access publishing models and
facilities including encouragement, such as the removal of contractual obstacles, for authors to
make scholarly literature and research documentation available without charge.
These points illustrate that while IFLA strongly supports the open access movement [8], for IFLA open
access is not limited to the open access movement. Only the 6th principle deals with this specifically.
Instead, for IFLA and for the wider library community it represents, open access is a matter of principle
that has to be considered in a larger context: that of
•
•
•
•

Effective and affordable access to information;
Regardless of its copyright status;
By all, regardless of who or where they are;
In perpetuity (or as close to perpetuity as possible).

It is worth noting that IFLA itself puts its money where its mouth is. The full text of all its publications,
including its journal (IFLA journal, published by Sage) and the IFLA publications series (published by
KG Saur) is made freely available on its website.4
The support of librarians for the Open Access movement is neither irrational nor exclusive. We support
it insofar as it helps us to facilitate access to information, and support for open access does not mean
that we are against conventional publishing.
5. What is the role of libraries in an open access environment?
In answering this question, I make two assumptions:
4

See for example the book by Verheul [32].
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• Open access will not go away, neither will it completely replace toll access, the conventional publishing model. Instead, they will exist side by side [4].
• Libraries will still be needed. Libraries will not disappear because “everything is available on the
Internet”.
The consequence is that libraries continue to operate in a mixed open access/toll access environment.
I say “continue”, because this is what they are already doing. They will have to share and build upon the
experience of open access that they have been accumulating. The learning will continue, for it is likely
that the environment will become more complex before a new equilibrium is achieved.
For this section of my paper I rely heavily on an article by Charles W. Bailey, entitled “Open access and
libraries”, which is, appropriately, available on open access as a preprint [4]. He identifies the following
roles for libraries in respect of open access:
• Libraries can provide enhanced access to OA works: This presupposes that librarians will not simply leave it to information users to find these materials for themselves, but will actively promote
access to them, for example by including selected materials in catalogues or other finding tools.
The Bethesda Statement [6] proposes that libraries should list and highlight open access journals
in catalogs and other relevant databases. This implies selecting appropriate materials from the large
and growing pool, creating metadata, keeping track of their status and availability, developing skills
in using search engines and specialised finding tools, and transmitting these skills to library users
as part of information literacy education. This is an extension of the role librarians already play in
respect of conventionally published digital resources. Promotion of the use of resources is part and
parcel of the librarian’s role. Hence it would also be a natural extension for librarians to teach users
about the benefits of open access publishing and open access journals, as proposed in the Bethesda
Statement [6]. As indicated earlier, open access frees librarians from many of the pricing and permissions headaches. Instead they have to deal with a less structured and very changeable hybrid
market-place, in which access to a resource (such as a single journal title) may be partly open and
partly fee-based.
• Libraries can be digital publishers of OA works. Here a distinction is made between the publishing
of electronic journals and books, and the establishment of institutional repositories. Libraries have
been publishing electronic journals since 1989, but although sophisticated open-source software
and increasing affordability of hardware facilitate this trend, the growth has remained modest. I do
not foresee more than a small minority of libraries doing this. There has been stronger growth in
the number of institutional repositories established by libraries. This is being actively promoted
in some countries, for example in Canada, where the Canadian Association of Research Libraries
has an ambitious program to develop institutional repositories at Canadian university libraries and
has created a portal for access to them [9]. While the university information technology division
may seem to be the obvious location for an institutional repository, librarians generally have better
content expertise and people skills than IT specialists, and are better equipped for interacting with
authors, dealing with metadata and intellectual property questions, promotion and training, which
are bread and butter issues for reference librarians. This could especially be the case in developing
countries. Anbu [1] recommends that institutional repositories in African universities should be run
by the university libraries.
• Libraries can build specialised OA systems: Early library automation systems were developed in and
by libraries. More recently some open-source institutional repository software, including DSpace,
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Fedora and OAIster [4] has been developed in collaboration with libraries. However, such efforts
are likely to be limited to a small number of well-resourced libraries in major universities.
• Libraries can digitise OA versions of out-of-copyright works: Digitisation of rare and specialised
materials that are in the public domain is a widespread library activity. To the extent that digitised
materials remain in the public domain or are put under a Creative Commons license, this activity
adds to the pool of open access materials available.
• Libraries can preserve OA materials: Libraries traditionally play a role in respect of preservation
and have moved into the preservation of traditionally published digital resources such as electronic
journals. Much attention is currently being paid to options for the long-term preservation of digital
scholarly content, e.g. legal deposit, “trusted digital repositories” [17,23] and the LOCKSS (lots of
copies keep stuff safe) concept [21]. At the national level, fully operational national digital repositories currently exist in a number of national libraries, e.g. Australia, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom [32]. The long-term preservation of open access resources, which are arguably at greater
risk, needs urgent attention, and libraries are the obvious institutions to shoulder this task.
• Libraries can subsidise author fees: This role arises in the case of open access journals using a
business model in which the costs of publication are wholly or partly borne by authors or their institutions. In the latter case author fees may be waived or reduced if the institution (usually through
its library) takes out an institutional membership. The extent to which this will happen is still uncertain. Bailey suggests that by supporting open access journals libraries contribute to the common
good. This is in line with the Bethesda Statement, which proposes that libraries should “develop
and support mechanisms to make the transition to open access publishing and to provide examples
of these mechanisms to the community” [6].
This said, not all librarians are enthusiastically jumping onto the band-wagon. Many librarians, mindful of their long-term responsibilities, are cautious and are adopting a wait-and-see attitude. An empirical
study by Beckett and Inger [5] on how open access archiving affects journal subscriptions indicates that,
while librarians show a strong preference for content that is freely available, quality and access factors
also weigh heavily. Hence preference is given to content that has undergone peer review, and the length
of an embargo placed on open access to electronic journal content is a significant consideration. There
are also some who fear that some existing library funding for publication subscriptions may be transferred to fund the running of the institutional repository [34]. Changes in the economics of scholarly
publishing cannot fail to affect the economics of libraries. Much depends on how one sees the library of
the future. If it is seen as a collection of resources, diverting funding away from collecting appears to be
a problem. If it is seen as the knowledge management centre of the university or institution, that would
be entirely appropriate.
6. Closing remarks
Librarians are concerned with facilitating access to information for all. This is formulated as follows
in IFLA’s core values:
• The belief that people, communities and organizations need universal and equitable access to information, ideas and works of imagination for their social, educational, cultural, democratic and
economic well-being;
• The conviction that delivery of high quality library and information services helps guarantee that
access.
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Facilitating access to information for all implies cooperation and sharing. These are central to our
ethos. This accounts for our interest in, and in many cases enthusiasm for, open access. But it does
not mean that we are against publishers. We have no wish for the demise of publishers and we do
not begrudge publishers a fair return on their investment, provided that the prices that they charge are
fairly related to the value they add, which we acknowledge, for example in entrepreneurial initiative,
mobilising capital, project management, editorial expertise, quality control and promotion. We need
publishers.
Publishers also need librarians. We grow your market by promoting literacy, reading and information
use and exposing users to your products. We provide you with reliable sales for certain categories of
publications, a mechanism for the distribution of works no individual scholar could afford, and a single
point of contact for your sales team. We also sustain the users who are your authors, reviewers, editors
and readers.
Librarians and publishers have a common belief that information makes a difference and has to be
disseminated. How dissemination will evolve over the coming decades is not clear. I expect that open
access will be an important factor in the evolution of scholarly publishing, and that both publishers and
librarians will have a major role in it.
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IFLA statement on open access to scholarly
literature and research documentation
IFLA (the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions) is committed to ensuring
the widest possible access to information for all peoples in accordance with the principles expressed in
the Glasgow Declaration on Libraries, Information Services and Intellectual Freedom [2].
IFLA acknowledges that the discovery, contention, elaboration and application of research in all
fields will enhance progress, sustainability and human well being. Peer reviewed scholarly literature
is a vital element in the processes of research and scholarship. It is supported by a range of research
documentation, which includes pre-prints, technical reports and records of research data.
IFLA declares that the world-wide network of library and information services provides access to
past, present and future scholarly literature and research documentation; ensures its preservation; assists
users in discovery and use; and offers educational programs to enable users to develop lifelong literacies.
IFLA affirms that comprehensive open access to scholarly literature and research documentation is
vital to the understanding of our world and to the identification of solutions to global challenges and
particularly the reduction of information inequality.
Open access guarantees the integrity of the system of scholarly communication by ensuring that all
research and scholarship will be available in perpetuity for unrestricted examination and, where relevant,
elaboration or refutation.
IFLA recognises the important roles played by all involved in the recording and dissemination of
research, including authors, editors, publishers, libraries and institutions, and advocates the adoption
of the following open access principles in order to ensure the widest possible availability of scholarly
literature and research documentation:
1. Acknowledgement and defence of the moral rights of authors, especially the rights of attribution
and integrity.
2. Adoption of effective peer review processes to assure the quality of scholarly literature irrespective
of mode of publication.
3. Resolute opposition to governmental, commercial or institutional censorship of the publications
deriving from research and scholarship.
4. Succession to the public domain of all scholarly literature and research documentation at the expiration of the limited period of copyright protection provided by law, which period should be
limited to a reasonable time, and the exercise of fair use provisions, unhindered by technological
or other constraints, to ensure ready access by researchers and the general public during the period
of protection.
5. Implementation of measures to overcome information inequality by enabling both publication
of quality assured scholarly literature and research documentation by researchers and scholars
who may be disadvantaged, and also ensuring effective and affordable access for the peoples of
developing nations and all who experience disadvantage including the disabled.
6. Support for collaborative initiatives to develop sustainable open access* publishing models and
facilities including encouragement, such as the removal of contractual obstacles, for authors to
make scholarly literature and research documentation available without charge.
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7. Implementation of legal, contractual and technical mechanisms to ensure the preservation and
perpetual availability, usability and authenticity of all scholarly literature and research documentation.
This statement was adopted by the Governing Board of IFLA at its meeting in The Hague on 5th
December 2003.
Definition of open access publication
An open access publication is one that meets the following two conditions:
1. The author(s) and copyright holder(s) grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, world-wide, perpetual
(for the lifetime of the applicable copyright) right of access to, and a licence to copy, use, distribute,
perform and display the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works in any digital
medium for any reasonable purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship, as well as the right
to make small numbers of printed copies for their personal use.
2. A complete version of the work and all supplemental materials, including a copy of the permission as stated above, in a suitable standard electronic format is deposited immediately upon initial
publication in at least one online repository that is supported by an academic institution, scholarly society, government agency, or other well-established organisation that seeks to enable open
access, unrestricted distribution, interoperability, and long-term archiving.
An open access publication is a property of individual works, not necessarily of journals or of publishers.
Community standards, rather than copyright law, will continue to provide the mechanism for enforcement of proper attribution and responsible use of the published work, as they do now.
This definition of open access publication has been taken from A Position statement by the Wellcome
Trust in support of open access publishing [3] and was based on the definition arrived at by delegates
who attended a meeting on open access publishing convened by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
in July 2003.
Associated documents
[1] Press Release: IFLA supports Open Access movement.
[2] Glasgow Declaration on Libraries, Information Services and Intellectual Freedom.
[3] Position statement by the Wellcome Trust in support of open access publishing.
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Usage statistics: About COUNTER
and SUSHI
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1. Introduction
The paper presents a more technical and a less strategic view. It will discuss the issue of usage statistics
in general and the project COUNTER (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resource) and
the SUSHI (Standardized Usage Statistics Harvesting Initiative) initiative in particular. The first part
will give a background on the usage statistics and why COUNTER was initiated. In the second part, the
analysis will focus on the technology behind SUSHI.

2. Usage statistics
Usage statistics for libraries are becoming more and more important. With the expansion of the
e-resources, there is a need for different metrics. Libraries need to know if their e-resources are being
used effectively. For databases, the key metric is the number of searches performed over a time period.
For online journals, the key metric is full text article requests. By combining the cost of the resources
with the usage counts, libraries are able to calculate “cost per use” to use as a tool to compare resources.
Cost per use is just one consideration a library would use in evaluating their collection and determining
which resources may be less effective (most librarians understand that collection decisions cannot be
made on the basis of cost-per-use alone, as many other factors contribute the relative value of a journal).
Managing usage statistics is complicated by increasingly long list of content providers from which
the library has to gather the usage data from. In the late 1990s, the International Coalition of Library
Consortia (ICOLC) recognized that getting usage data from vendors was proving to be problematic
for its members. In many cases vendors did not even provide usage data, and the reports from those
that did were inconsistent. To address this problem, ICOLC developed a set of guidelines that clarified
expectations for terminology to use and what statistics to provide. This was the first significant break
through in improving the situation. However, even with the help of the ICOLC guidelines, problems
continued to exist:
• Inconsistencies in counting:
– Terminology (what is a download);
– What and when to count.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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• Inconsistencies in format:
– Each content provider has their own format;
– Different labels, columns and rows.
• Inconsistencies in delivery:
– Email, versus phone request, versus FTP;
– Online versus paper;
– Amount of history offered.
• Timeliness.
3. The COUNTER project
Out of this situation, the Project COUNTER was formed. It is a non profit organisation, in which
libraries, publishers and aggregators got together with a mission that lead to a standardisation effort into
what usage to count and how to report it. The goal was for usage statistics to be consistent, credible
and comparable resources. COUNTER’s first code of practice was released in January 2003. The second
release was published in 2006. It is not only addressing terminology, but also the layout and format of
reports, how to process the usage data, and what and when to count.
As an example of the processing issues addressed by COUNTER, consider that a lot of publishers use
the logging facilities at the web server to track activities. This is not a problem; however when a user
downloads a PDF file, their Adobe Reader retrieves the file a bit at a time. Every time the Adobe Reader
goes back to the web server to get another page, the server puts another entry in the log file. Therefore,
one publisher could be counting pages and another one could be counting documents depending on how
they are interpreting the entries in the log files. Of course, this will make a significantly big difference in
the usage counts. To address this, COUNTER stipulates clearly which transaction types (return codes)
are to be counted and which are to be ignored.
Within the COUNTER code of practice, the following standardized reports are defined:
• Journal Reports:
◦ JR1: Full Text Article Requests by Month and Journal;
◦ JR2: Turnaways by Month and Journal.
• Database Reports:
◦ DB1: Total Searches and Sessions by Month and Database;
◦ DB2: Turnaways by Month and Database;
◦ DB3: Searches and Sessions by Month and Service.
• Books and Reference Works:
◦ Title Requests, Section Requests, Searches and Turnaways.
Figure 1 shows “Journal Report 1”.
To help address the credibility concerns librarians have about vendor-provided usage statistics, beginning this year, to be COUNTER compliant, a vendor will need to undergo an audit. The audit process
is currently being tested by a company with a specialty in auditing web sites. The result of the test will
help confirm the process needed and determine approximately how much an audit will cost the vendor.
Vendors will have a number of months to complete the audit and address any issues that may arise.
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Fig. 1. Example of Journal Report 1.

4. SUSHI
4.1. Background and basic information about SUSHI
COUNTER has done much to help standardization, but the problem with the current model is the need
to gather the usage file by file from the numerous vendor sites. Furthermore, although COUNTER has
been fairly specific in denoting exactly how to layout the report, there are still some inconsistencies and
therefore a room for improvement of the efficiency of the whole model. The library systems’ vendors are
now building e-resource management modules, which include usage consolidation applications. They
load vendor’s COUNTER reports into a database from which consolidated reports can be produced.
With a growing number of online vendors the time taken just to gather the reports is rapidly becoming
unmanageable.
To address that need, SUSHI was initiated. The objective of SUSHI is to solve the problem of harvesting usage data from a growing number of providers in the form of an automated process. Further, it
aims to promote consistency in usage formatting through the use of XML.
The goal of the usage consolidation application is that the user can access all reports with one single
reports interface. However before that can be done, the reports must first be loaded. The lower left
portion of Fig. 2 shows how a user at the institution has to go to administrative module of each vendor
site, select and download the report, copying it on their system, possibly adjust it and finally upload
them in the consolidation software. This has to be done for each single report e.g. every month. For
larger institutions, this is almost a fulltime job.
The role of SUSHI is to automate that. This means that the software application doing the consolidation is going directly to the vendor site, grabbing the data and loading it, as shown on the lower right of
Fig. 2.
SUSHI’s development was vary rapid. It began as an idea in November 2004. In 2005 at the American
Library Association conference first actions were taken during a meeting of what became the SUSHI
working group. Within four months, the first prototypes were working. By September 2006, the draft
standard was released under the auspices of NISO (National Information Standards Organization). This
was the fastest turnaround time from start to finish of any NISO standard. The reason for this was that
we had real problem to be solved so that the scope was focused.
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Fig. 2. The SUSHI architecture.

4.2. SUSHI’s technology
SUSHI’s is role is the downloading of COUNTER usage statistics; it is not a reporting service. SUSHI
is built as a web service using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) which is a technology that is
commercially accepted, widely supported and can be made fairly secure. In the discussion of Web 2.0,
web services are one of the enabling technologies. A reasonable clear definition of Web services can be
found at lucent.com. A web service is an “open, standard (XML, SOAP, etc.) based web applications
that interact with other web applications for the purpose of exchanging data”. In general, web services
are a technology to distribute applications between different vendors and different systems that can
interact over the Internet. Its basic protocols are SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and WSDL
(Web Services Description Language).
An example for a web service application is shown in Fig. 3 (this has nothing to do with publishing,
but is hopefully an example that many can relate to). Assume you have two systems: System B provides
online stock quotes in real time; System A provides online company data. The aim is that System A
will provide their users with the real time stock quotes whenever they look at the data for a particular
company. System A, which knows the stock symbol, sends that stock symbol across the Internet in a
request to System B asking for the current quote. System B does its work and sends the quote back,
so that System A can display that information online. The main idea is that you have two completely
different systems talking to each other: System A does not need to know anything about calculating
stock quotes and storing this information. System B does not need to know about displaying company
information. But together, they work as one unit.
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Fig. 3. An example of a web service application.

The two core elements of a web service architecture are the request and the response. The request
basically says “I would like this information for this customer” and the response says “Here is your
information for that customer”.
In Fig. 4, we move our examples to the library and usages statistics. You have a library on one side and
the content provider on the other one with the Internet as “dark cloud” in between. The library has an eresource management system, which includes the client software for SUSHI. On the content provider’s
side, they have a SUSHI service on top of the usage data system. Let us assume that the library has
configured its software so that on the third day of the month, it automatically wakes up and performs
a request to a particular content provider over the Internet. The content provider generates the report,
loads it up in the response and sends it back. This architecture already works today.
Let now have a look at the SOAP-XML request itself. Typically, XML messages tend to be very long.
The interesting point about SUSHI is that it rather short. The request message is shown in its full length
in Fig. 5. It contains only three elements:
• Who is asking for the report (requestor);
• Who is the report for (customer);
• Which dates do you want (report).
The response is equally simple.
Of course this data is for machine consumption and not human readability. Only very little code on
the client side is necessary. The complete source code is shown in Fig. 6.
Even though looking at the figures and sample code you may find it hard to believe, but to a programmer, SUSHI is really very simple.
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Fig. 4. SUSHI transactions using web service technology.

Fig. 5. Example of a SUSHI XML request.
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Fig. 6. NET source code for a SUSHI request.

5. Conclusion
Regarding the future of COUNTER, the requirement of an audit is coming soon (and will most likely
be in effect by the time this paper is published). COUNTER is addressing the reporting needs of consortia
by clarifying the guidelines in the current code of practice and expanding on these to allow consortia to
get detailed reports of the activity of their members. In addition, COUNTER is also involved in research
projects looking at possible new metrics and ways to take advantage of usage data to rank journals.
SUSHI is the standardized way of automatically harvesting COUNTER reports from a vendor. As
a protocol it is very flexible, because it can easily handle new types of reports, defined in the future,
without having to change the standard. The key message about SUSHI is that it is a technology that is
not very complex and thus strong adoption by vendors and systems providers is expected.
SUSHI’s trial period ends in May of 2007 and the expectation is NISO members will be voting on the
standard during the summer of 2007. If all goes according to plan, SUSHI will be a full NISO standard
(Z39.93) before the end of the year.
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1. Introduction
With an increasing number of publications being made available digitally, and new supply chains and
business models emerging for trading them, an urgent need has been identified for a standard way of
expressing and communicating usage terms, and linking those terms to the publications.
Reflecting the development pattern of the markets, this need was first identified in the scholarly journals sector. More recently, a similar requirement has been articulated for the communication of usage
terms between publishers’ digital repositories and search engines such as Google.
EDItEUR, the international trade standards organisation for the book and journals sectors, has been
working with stakeholders to develop ONIX for Licensing Terms, a new set of formats that will enable
the full range and complexity of licensing terms to be expressed in a structured machine-readable form
and communicated between systems using a standard XML schema. This article explains why and how
these standards have been developed.
2. The rights metadata working party
EDItEUR formed a joint Rights Metadata Working Party with Book Industry Communication (BIC)
in the UK and the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) in the US as long ago as 1998
‘to collaborate with other bodies to help define an international standard for rights metadata elements’.
This work was taken up by the EU <indecs> (Interoperability of Data in Electronic Commerce Systems) Project [1] between 1998 and 2000, culminating in the influential but rather theoretical <indecs>
Metadata Framework [2].
Meanwhile, as the number of digital resources in library collections continued to grow, libraries were
having difficulty in complying with the widely differing licence terms applied to those resources by their
*
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creators and publishers. The ability to receive these terms into a library’s electronic resource management system in a machine-readable form, link them to the appropriate digital resources and communicate
them to users was becoming a pressing need.
In the United States, following a report by Tim Jewell at the University of Washington on the selection
and presentation of commercially available electronic resources [3], an informal working group was set
up to work on the functionality and data elements required to manage these resources.
3. The electronic resource management initiative
The Digital Library Federation (DLF), a grouping of the major US academic research libraries, cosponsored with NISO a workshop on Standards for Electronic Resource Management. It also set up the
Electronic Resource Management Initiative (ERMI) to aid the rapid development of library systems by
providing a series of papers to help both to define requirements and to propose data standards for the
management of electronic resources [4].
EDItEUR commissioned an evaluation of the ERMI work from the Rightscom Consultancy. The aim
was to assess the extent to which it might provide a basis for standard XML formats that would take
into account the requirements of all the stakeholders in the supply chain, provide for the full complexity
of licence expression, and be flexible enough to support any business model as well as all media types.
The assessment paper concluded that the ERMI work would provide extremely valuable input but would
require further development in order to meet all these requirements.
4. A proof of concept project
With funding from the Publishers Licensing Society (PLS) and the JISC, Rightscom were commissioned to undertake a ’proof of concept’ project, working with the EDItEUR ONIX team (David Martin
and Francis Cave) to explore the possibility of developing an ONIX for Licenses message that could be
used by publishers and online hosts to communicate licence terms to libraries and subscription agents.
The aim of the project was to produce a prototype XML message for communicating in a computable
form the terms of a Licence agreement for the use, by libraries, of a publisher’s digital works. The main
use case was the licensing of eJournals (electronic Journals), but the structure of the message was to be
flexible enough to be extensible to any other type of digital media and licence in the future by adding to
its semantics but not significantly changing its structure. The message therefore needed to be generic in
structure but successfully demonstrate an initial, specialised application.
The prototype message was produced as an XML schema and had, in conceptual terms, a relatively
simple structure containing the following four main elements:
•
•
•
•

Message Header (details of sender, recipient etc.),
Licence Details (parties, date of agreement etc.),
Usages (Events and EventChains permitted or prohibited by the Licence),
Requirements (Events or States required for the Usages to permitted).

In addition the message incorporates the necessary relationship structure between Usages and Requirements to make clear their dependencies on one another as Conditions and Exceptions.
The prototype message demonstrated that each element of the example Licensing clauses could be
fully modelled in this way. The modelling also highlighted the range of possible variations within even
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apparently simple licensing clauses; and the limitations of the current ERMI approach of defining only
a ‘typical’ set of Usages with no mechanism for variation.
The use of an underlying ontology meets the ‘future-proofing’ requirements for flexibility and extensibility. In its current form, the prototype message could express Licensing Terms for any kind of content
or use, given the necessary ontology.
The prototype ‘ONIX for Licensing Terms’ message was produced within the constraints of the
above requirements. It was demonstrated at a dedicated ‘proof of concept’ workshop held in London
in April 2005 which was attended by representatives of the sponsoring organisations, publishers, librarians, agents and systems vendors as well as members of the DLF ERMI team. There was a consensus
view that the approach taken had the potential to fulfil all its objectives.

5. Further JISC-funded work
This led to two further JISC-funded projects. The first, undertaken by BIC, Cranfield University and
John Wiley, aimed to create an XML expression of a complete sample Licence, ensuring that any questions of interpretation of the semantics of the Licence were as far as possible resolved with the participation of both publisher and library representatives. At the same time, the terms found necessary to express
the Licence would be added to the ONIX Licensing Terms (OLT) Dictionary, which supports the ONIX
for Licensing Terms formats.
The second project, undertaken by BIC, Loughborough University and the Association of Learned
and Society Publishers (ALPSP), was to promote the benefits of electronic expression of licensing terms
to both libraries and publishers, examine the difficulties that not-for profit and smaller publishers, including learned societies, might have in generating an XML version of their library licences, and show
how tools and services could be developed to support them. A particularly valuable deliverable was the
specification of tools to help publishers draft XML formats of their licences.

6. ONIX-PL
The first manifestation of ONIX for Licensing Terms arising out of these projects, is an ONIX Publications Licence format, ONIX-PL, intended to support the communication of licensing terms for electronic
resources from a publisher to a user institution (e.g. an academic library or consortium), either directly
or through a subscription agent. The purpose is to enable the licence terms to be loaded into an electronic
resources management system maintained by the receiving institution. The ONIX-PL format may also
be used for the communication of licensing terms from a content host system to a user institution; and
it should also be possible to extend it for the communication of licensing terms from a publisher to a
content host system that carries the publisher’s materials.
In order to ensure input and buy-in from the US library and system vendor community, a joint EDItEUR/DLF/NISO/PLS License Expression Working Group was set up with members from all stakeholding sectors including publishers, hosts, agents, libraries and systems vendors. This is a very large group
with sixty members that meets, so far, only by teleconference. Its role is to monitor and make recommendations regarding the further development of standards relating to electronic resources and licence
expression, including, but not limited to, the ERMI and EDItEUR work and to engage actively in the
development of the ONIX-PL licence messaging specification.
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Most of the major library systems vendors developing electronic resource management systems have
already indicated their intention to implement the ONIX-PL format to a greater or lesser extent. As we
write, a workshop is being arranged in Boston at which the EDItEUR consultants, David Martin and
Francis Cave, will work with the developers of Electronic Resource Management systems on implementation of ONIX-PL.
On the publisher side, funding has been provided by JISC and PLS, for development of prototype
publisher drafting tools, as specified in the second JISC project above. As readers will see if they look
at the ONIX Publications License documentation on the EDItEUR Web site, the message appears very
complicated. This is inevitable if it is to be able to express the full complexity of a conventional written
licence. These drafting tools will enable publishers to choose from, and where necessary extend, a menu
of clauses and terms, and create a machine-readable ONIX-PL licence without needing to engage with
the format on a technical level.
It was always envisaged that the underlying design of ONIX for Licensing Terms should support
the development not just of ONIX-PL but of a whole family of formats for communicating licensing
terms between rights owners and any licensed party. It was therefore identified by some major projects
in the electronic book, periodical and newspaper industries as an existing platform on which to build
the necessary standards to provide permissions information to search engine “crawlers” so that search
engines are able to comply with those terms systematically and, in turn, grant the appropriate access to
their users. All the stakeholders acknowledge that the search engines can only be expected to accept this
model if the content providers provide this information in a standard form.
7. ACAP: An industry standard
To meet this requirement, ACAP (Automated Content Access Protocol) is being developed as an
industry standard, sponsored by the World Association of Newspapers, European Publishers Council and
International Publishers Association, working with search engines and other technical and commercial
partners.
ACAP will enable the providers of all types of content published on the World Wide Web to communicate permissions information (relating to access and use of that content) in a form that can be
automatically recognised and interpreted, so that business partners can systematically comply with the
publishers’ policies. ACAP will provide a framework that will allow any publisher, large or small, to
express access and use policies in a language that search engines’ robot crawlers can be taught to understand. ACAP has already expressed its intention to work with EDItEUR and base its protocol on
ONIX for Licensing Terms, although it will also be essential to develop simpler methods of expressing
permissions that can be interpreted ‘on the fly’ by crawlers.
8. Other EDItEUR work
In a separate development, EDItEUR is working with the reproduction rights organisations, both in the
UK and, through the International Federation of Reproduction Rights Organisations (IFRRO) to develop
ONIX for Licensing Terms-based messages for the communication of rights information between such
organisations and, potentially, between them and publishers.
Development of ONIX for Licensing Terms is ongoing; and work-in-progress documentation for
ONIX-PL can be found on the EDItEUR Web site [5].
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1. Introduction
The first part of this paper structures current pricing policies of the publishing industry from an outsider’s perspective than in the second part, challenges of the publishing industry are discussed. Finally,
the third section will present some food for thought about what can be done or what people in the
industry should think about.
2. Current pricing policies in the scholarly publishing industry
If I look at the scholarly publishing industry, we see that business models are changing very quickly.
But what about pricing? Are pricing structures, levels and models change according to the speed as
business models are changing?
The business of a publisher is publishing journal titles, traditionally in print or today as online versions
as well. These titles have to be brought to different customers segments with their different needs: academic institutions, corporations with heavy R&D departments, governmental institutions etc. According
to their needs, they demand different products, different services, and as well different pricing schemes.
At least the pricing answer of the industry is uniform with annual subscriptions for single titles or bundles. Everything we currently see in pricing is very much related to the established print business. It
is a well known fact that the print business is very much and very quickly declining, while the online
business is rapidly increasing. In the US and in Middle East, this development is even much quicker
than in Europe. If this is compared with other industries or even with other media sectors, on the one
hand one can say that academic publishers manage the shift pretty well. When you look at newspapers
or other print business, they have much more trouble in converting their business from print to online.
But on the other hand, the online part in your business is already much more than an add-on to print.
This has to recognized and taken into consideration in the pricing of product and services. My feelings
are, that professional pricing is a missing topic in the academic publishing industry.
Print based models are outdated in this world and therefore the industry has to think about alternatives
(Fig. 1). The traditional pricing scheme is pretty simple: You have a single price for a specific journal.
One product one price easy to understand. The value the publishing industry deliver to the customers
is to collect, print and disperse information. Of course there is an additional value delivered by title pre
selection and evaluation of contents.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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Fig. 1. Past, present and potential future pricing.

Currently, pricing has developed in small steps towards a more online driven business. What we see
are two different parts, which have been added to the traditional pricing. It is a content price and an
online access price component. In the recent time, the world has become more complicated. Now, you
have three components: the basic copy price, an online access price and a content price. Further you have
bundle discounts, e-only discount and price caps and other additional pricing components. Unfortunately,
customers are now confused and they have difficulties to understand what the publisher really wants to
sell and what the publisher’s value added is.
Let us have a look on the value added. Collect and disperse information is still a core value. Also
to print information. A new aspect that came across is making information available anywhere and at
anytime. That is new, but what about the future? If you talk with Carsten Schindler from Google he will
tell you that all content should be free. Can therefore content be the basic revenue source in the next
10 to 15 or 20 years? Publishers need to monetarize other value added to the customer. In an online
world, content cannot be the only revenue stream. What will be the publisher’s value added? Collect and
disperse information will certainly not be sufficient. Print information will remain as a core value, but it
will be less significant. Making information available at any time and everywhere will for sure become
even more important. Therefore, publishers have to rethink their business models and the core values
they want to build their pricing schemes on. Beyond that, publishers will have to find additional value
added services, e.g. search routines etc. What I feel is that publishers do not think enough about such
additional services and do not reflect enough how to monetarize these new value added services.

3. Challenges for the scholarly publishing industry
There is a large variety of challenges that the scholarly publishing industry currently faces. Some
important ones are shown in Fig. 2.
Altogether, we have a complete change in consumption of information and the way people are searching for information. What are our pricing answers?
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Fig. 2. Challenges in the information world.

Fig. 3. Pricing challenges.

There are two challenges that we have to think about: price level and price model (Fig. 3). We could
talk very long about different price levels and what is the right price for a special product. But even more
important is to have the right price structures.
Looking at the pricing challenges in the publishing industry, it is necessary to differentiate the publishers’ and the customers view, because both sides have different concerns towards the current models.
Starting with the publishers’ view, one finds that current price models do not support enough future
revenue growth. Publishers are faced with a fixed budget which seams to limit this growth. The price
models are mainly adapted for big customers. Consortia may even get too good prices. This means that
the publishing industry has pricing models, which are good for some sub-segments of the market, but
for most of the other segments they are not customized. For these segments, current pricing models are
not providing the value publishers deliver. The consequences are that the price models are difficult to
sell. The shift from the one product one price world to the online world has brought a lot of complexity
in pricing. Due to this situation, publishers have to invest a significant amount of time and resources to
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sell their pricing schemes to their customers. Every year, a publisher has to think about new convincing
arguments for price increases. Altogether, publishers are facing negative customer perception due to the
high price level and a missing link between value and price. Finally, publishers have an internal revenue
allocation problem between society journals and the publisher owned journals. Enough pricing work for
the publishers!
If we look on the customer’s side, the main complaint is that price levels are too high. However, this is
a typical answer in any industry whenever you ask the customer about pricing. However, there might be
a little bit more truth in it here than in other industries. Price models are too complex and intransparent
in the eyes of customers. In general, vendors like to have intransparency because they do not want that
they are comparable with their main competitors. Customers than complain about complexity. This is a
typical behavior which is observable in many industries. A more serious issue is that price models are
too inflexible. Publishers have different customers segments with different needs However, they provide
pricing schemes that are not taking care about these different segments. In addition online pricing is too
heavily linked to print pricing, which is the key industry problem. With more than 50% online business,
it is far from being optimal to take the same pricing models as in print. For sure, the typical answer of
the industry to calculate the online price as x-percent of the print price is too simple. The publishers have
to think about how they can use different pricing models in this new online world. Finally, customers
are increasingly asking for open access solution, i.e. they want everything for free. Publishers have to
respond to this development somehow as well.
4. Food for thought about pricing
4.1. Price level
What about reducing prices? This would eliminate a lot of the problems on the customers’ side as
discussed before. However, it is very clear that reducing prices would not do the trick. Reduced prices
would mean more content for the same money, which can’t be the solution. This implies the heavy
risks of a general price decline in your industry as you can observe it in many other industries. The
consequence of such a development is a destroying of industry profits and by that reducing the power of
innovation etc. A simple price reduction can definitely not be a recommendation.
A more promising idea is to think about how we can increase the value proposition. The basic idea
is that you have to differentiate your products and services along to your customers needs and to think
about additional services. Another challenge is the pay per view (PPV) dilemma (Fig. 4). On the one
hand, you have document deliveries services that deliver conveniently, for a relatively low price, at an
acceptable speed. Only the quality is somewhat lower. On the other hand, you have publishers’ pay
per view offers that deliver the original document immediately. They have a more complicated process
behind it and they have relatively high price.
There are basically two options for publishers. The first one is to fight against them, i.e. to take legal
actions. This would be a solution for publishers, if they are sure that they will win the legal conflict. The
second option is reducing or differentiating the PPV price. It would be an option to identify customers
where the PPV price can be reduced, while there are other segments where we do not have to reduce
them. This means that PPV prices should be reduced on average a little bit, but not in total. Another
possible action is to increase the value of the pay per view product.
The typical model is that publishers are delivering information on a one-to-many way (Fig. 5). What
about business networks where publishers are in the middle and build up many-to-many relationships?
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Fig. 4. The pay per view dilemma.

Fig. 5. Example for additional services: Social networks.

Currently, only very few of these networks can be found in the publishing industry, although this would
perfectly fit with publishers’ competences and consumption patterns of information.
We find examples for this behavior in a more general area. You all know the “OpenBC” or now
“XING” platform, in which people with different interests and different information needs are linked
together. It is not obvious how this idea can be transferred to academic publishers. But as these people
are earning good money with these platforms, it is important to think carefully about this idea.
4.2. Price model
As stated before, it is also important to think about price model changes. In Fig. 6 different options
for new models are shown. They are rated from low to high regarding the level of innovation.
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Fig. 6. Price model changes to better fit the online world.

Fig. 7. Possibilities for differentiation of the classical license model.

On the left hand side of the figure, you see actions which some publishers are already using. Generally,
more flexibility for the current license models is necessary. For example to combine licenses with PPVschemes for more flexibility in pricing. May be “stripped-down” licenses with usage restriction can be
an option as well for customers with a smaller willingness to pay. However, all this still stays in the print
or title based pricing.
If you go forward, we have to think about database models, in which price per article and not per title
would be then the basic scheme. Also a flat fee for access with a fixed number of articles can serve. This
would be a major switch from title based pricing to articles based pricing already.
Totally innovative models will include complete new pricing metrics. Price differentiation by customer
characteristics is very easy in the online business. A solution for this cannot be presented here, but it is
important to think about new ideas. We have to think about how we can monetarize different views on
the publishing business.
There are also alternatives in the area of licensing models thinkable (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8. A per-article database model is more innovative.

Fig. 9. Examples for innovative price models from other industries.

For example, you use a license that you sell for a fixed sum together with a variable component for
the PPV (left part of the figure). Another alternative is to sell an overall flat fee, but you have usage
thresholds in it (middle part of the figure). What is even more interesting is the question of what is
coming beyond this threshold (right part of the figure). These are just three examples as there are so
many different models for license pricing. A per article database model as shown in Fig. 8 is already a
much more innovative option.
In this model, every article is going into a database and the access to the database and the search for
the article is the base for the revenue stream. What you have to think about is which articles are in this
database and which are not. This model is very flexible, although it is not directly usage based. It would
be perfect, if you can link the database models which usage patterns to build up perfect pricing.
The industry has to reflect these options very quick and to answer to the change in information consumption patterns. Figure 9 shows some examples from other industries.
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5. Conclusions
Currently, online title licenses are the dominating business model. Existing customers seem to reach
a spending limit. Additional revenue potential can be found in new customers. Publishers come from a
glorious past, where high prices increases were possible. In this context, most future changes will feel
like a worsening of the situation. That makes it very complicate to remain with past pricing models. Price
levels and price models are challenged today. More creativity and innovation is needed to overcome the
situation and to find new solutions. Reducing prices would not help to increase revenue. Publishers have
to seek for more added value services. This kind of added value has to go beyond content, because
content will certainly not be the revenue of the future. Changing the price model might entice customers
to spend more or help to attract new customers.
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Pricing and pricing policies from the
perspective of a subscription agent
Thomas Snyder
I would like to start with something completely different. Directories are relics of the old economy
that everyone thought was going to be killed by the internet. That is before the business completely
reinvented itself and what you see here is a modern directory, one of the most innovated directories in
the world, which is incorporated streaming streetscapes into the directory search. When you look up a
business, you can go down the street, turn the corner, go back and see everything. The big predators
have all caught the scent: Local Google, local Amazon and local Yahoo are all online directories and all
want to get into that business. That is simply because it turns out that, by nothing that the directories
have actually done by themselves and by pure luck, the business is perfectly suited for internet. It has
great content for proximity searching. This means that you can look for the closest flower shop, closest
taxi, etc. This content is then been integrated into mapping and navigation systems. It can be used in
your PDAs via mobile internet and voice over IP (VOIP) interfaces. All this is just starting, I have no
idea what anybody’s Skype number is or their Google Talk number is. But if you go to White Pages
and look up Thomas Snyder, then you can just click and a do a pc to pc VOIP call. It turns out that
about 40 percent of all internet search is local and all the search engines want to bring all this content
together. As mentioned before, nothing the directories have ever done for this development. However, it
is an example of an industry that by pure luck is perfectly suited for everything that is happening on the
internet.
What does this have to do with STM and professional content publishing? Both sectors actually have
a lot in common. Each sector thinks that their sector is completely unique and not comparable to any
other. For example, I ordered some Christmas presents for my godson via Amazon. I ordered four books
from four different publishers and they all came together. The next day I got an email saying that two
would be too late and that they would send the first two in a separate package and the other one sent
after Christmas.
This is a very similar process to what we do as Swets and there reminded me very much of the business
they were in. Everyone is talking about the competition which they believe to be evil, dishonest and
using dubious price techniques, but always great at marketing. Everyone thinks that internet has proven
to be really disruptive and everybody is struggling with getting their operations and customers service
departments to meet the customer needs. Furthermore, you often hear about the legacy systems that are
driven by some dark mysterious forces. Each business is thinking about how the old fundamentals do
remain the same after a major technological disruption. And all players within each sector are struggling
to find the ultimate knock out combination in P & E pricing.
What is often forgotten however is that many business sectors are confronted with very similar challenges. The publishing sector has been incredibly successful for decades and even centuries. But publishing is in the business of information and we are in the middle of the beginning of the information
revolution. Things were changing all around us and they are changing really fast.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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To understand where all this is going, we must answer the most fundamental question about our
business. Who in this space will be Napsterized or Amazonized? With Napsterized I mean very much
about cutting out the middlemen, e.g. the way the music went from the music producers straight to the
end-users. Amazonized is about becoming a long-tail player. Therefore, the question is who will get
disintermediated and who will become a long-tail player?
I will briefly explain what the exactly the “long-tail” is. It all started with an article written by Chris
Andersen, the editor of “Wired” magazine, in which one fundamental question was discussed: What
percentage of the top 10,000 titles in any online media store will rent or sell at least once a month? Most
people assumed that the 80/20 rule would apply, but that is not correct. Actually, it is 99 percent of the
top 10,000 titles in an online media store rent or sell at least once a month. This is the fundamental
difference between physical stores and online stores. It is the result of unlimited shelf space. It has the
effect that consumer go much deeper into a tail and demonstrate much broader selection. If you look at
Amazon, 25 percent of its sales come from outside its 10,000 or 100,000 titles, which is very deep into
the tail. Figure 1 shows the “long tail” effect as diagram.
In the figure, you see the limitations of the physical store. In this example, about 40 percent of the
revenue along the x-axis access comes from the long tail. This is basically a big separation of what the
physical store can do versus the online store.
The many-to-many needs within our sector remain very strong. Customers have the need to get subscriptions from hundreds and even thousands of publishers. Expecting customers to go to hundreds or
thousands of publishers sites is not realistic. Customers are looking for an unlimited overview of all
publications available for subscriptions and fulfillment (Fig. 2).
As with directories by pure chance subscription agents are perfectly suited for the internet, because
they have a long tail proposition. Subscription agents are not going to get disintermediated then. Most
businesses have been forced to readjust as results of the information revolution. Believing that the future
of subscription agents is imperiled by the internet, reflects a total misreading of what is happening in our
space and in the larger information revolution.
Probably most people have certainly ordered something from Amazon. But has anybody ever ordered
anything from simonsays.com, which is the website of Simon Schuster? Probably, only very few people
have done that. This is a fundamental difference between a long tail site and a publisher’s site. When

Fig. 1. The long tail.
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Fig. 2. Many-to-many needs.

you look at this slightly different part of the publishing sector, it is very obvious who you bet on to be
more successful.
Is the future of SwetsWise, a long tail portal for subscriptions, over because an Elsevier launches
ScienceDirect? Elsevier’s ScienceDirect has a number of whistles and bells that we do not offer on
SwetsWise. Who would you bet in this area to be more successful in the long run? Publishers who
believe that their size can replace Amazon like long tail portals are paddling against the tide. It is not for
me to say whether it is a wrong or right strategy, but it is going against the tide of the way the internet
is being used. Ask yourselves, what has more value to customers: A SwetsWise long tail portal with
publications from 60,000 different publishers or thousands of publishers’ sites, some of which may have
undoubtedly great unique features. Swets has more from a shop on a canal to an e-commerce platform on
the information super highway. We have gone from that Amsterdam warehouse to be a long-tail player
with unlimited stock. This means that Swets is becoming more Amazon like.
Who gets napsterized? The record labels were napsterized by Napster, not the long tail sights. As an
industry, we need to be very mindful for this happening around us. We tend to look at the value chain
in our business very narrowly: publishers, subscriptions agents and customers. But what it is all about,
is getting content from the content producers to the content users. When we look at napsterization and
what it could mean in our sector, it may result in scenarios that are not desirable to the players within
our sector (Fig. 3).
Napsterization forced the release of the grip that the record labels had on the content producers. It is
an illusion to think that publishers have a better grip on their content than the record labels had on the
musicians and the artists. Be mindful of creating conditions of an undesired change. The monopoly of
the title is weakening, which leads to substitution effects between competing titles and to new models
like pay per view for example. There a very recent example of a massive petrochemical company. They
left a major society publisher simply because they were not willing to accept the endless price increases.
The lower the acceptance of price increases becomes, the more vulnerable publishers will be to illegal
and undesired behavior. It is very important that the pricing must reflect a perceive value by customers.
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Fig. 3. Napsterization scenarios in our space.

Fig. 4. Publishers’ price increases versus inflation.

What we see here is coming from the Swets database reflecting the 60,000 publishers that we represent,
since 1994 what the average price increase has been for a year versus the Euro zone inflation of that same
period of time, this is 13 years.
The figure for example shows that what 100 Euros would have bought in 1994, would now cost you
145 Euros, while taking inflation into account it should cost about 125 Euros. Expecting publisher pricing to have an unending inelasticity will result in the creation of behaviors that will not help publishers.
There has been this relentless beat non-stop of these price increases. The average price increase in 2007
was 6.6 percent with the highest in medicine titles and the lowest increase in the social sciences. Will the
relentless price increases and the reach provided to small publishers and authors by long-tail sites force
fundamental change in this space? Swets looks at pricing from its perspective as a long tail distribution
channel for publishers. It is the most important indirect channel for many publishers and as a long-tail
channel Swets provides access and reach to publishers they could never attain on their own. We have
65,000 customers in 160 countries around the world. Furthermore, we offer an access to publishers deep
in the long tail. In this role, we are in a unique position to see what the shifts taking place are. We have
concluded that the value and the reach that we provide are actually growing in the e-world. Swets brings
the customers to the aisle, so that they can choose the publications. However, it is the publishers that
determine the pricing. What we see is in the electronic world is that publishers are being more creative
and increasing the pricing complexity. This allows Swets to simplify matters for its customers and reinforces the value provides in the market. How complex has pricing become? Swets recalls prices in 21
different currencies. In the past only one price per title was needed to be added, while nowadays there
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can be as many as 2,000 different pricing options for a single title. The Swets database now contains
more than 2,000,000 price entries which include regular subscription prices, all sorts of tiered prices,
bundle prices, archive prices, deep discount prices, membership prices, consortia prices, one-year verses
multi-year prices as well as special prices for developing countries.
Swets also conducted publishers’ surveys. Their results show that there is a strong trend towards
e-only. In 2011, 45 percent of publisher businesses will consist of e-only products. P + E combined
will decrease from 25 percent to 11 percent in 2011. Individual subscriptions remain, although the share
in publishers’ turnover will decrease from 81 percent in 2006 to 58 percent in 2011. The share of customized deals in publishers’ turnover is expected to triple to 15 percent in the next five years. In 2011,
62 percent of STM publishers will have business from customizes deals. More publishers will offer
e-packages of their own content. This increases from 30 percent increase last year to 57 percent in 2011.
Publishers clearly continue to value agents’ services in the electronic world. The percentage of e-only
deals that will come through agents is expected to increase from 35 percent to 48 percent in 2011. Finally,
the trend towards e-books, open access publications and usage based pricing continues.
Concerning e-books, we are offering the market all the relevant options: publisher packages, title by
title and cross-publisher packages. Our strategy in this area is active publisher representation. For example, we have done very well with a seven digit sales for Springer e-books. We also offer cross publisher
packages where customers will be able to order and access e-books from the SwetsWise platform. This
means that e-books will be treated no differently than journals. But when we look at e-book pricing
what we see is that again we follow the publishers’ pricing strategies. These are turning out to be as
diverse and as creative as the journal pricing strategies. This diversity includes single user versus multi
user, back files and archiving remote access, subscription versus perpetual access, maintenance versus
fees, subject collection discount structures, consortium pricing etc. Altogether, e-books of course have
an inherent additional complexity, because it really is a perpetual model versus a subscription model.
Therefore, the conclusion is that e-book pricing will be as much fun as journal pricing. Complexity is
good for the agents. Therefore, we fulfill our role to simplify and we see ourselves very well positioned
in this space.
To summarize, it has to be noted that things are changing really fast. In this context, it is necessary
to look at the wider information revolution. Lessons may be drawn from different sectors as we are not
in splendid isolation. The old self-evident truth will be put to the test. Swets is a long tail channel that
allows customers easy access to publications and publishers to achieve a global reach. Pricing needs to
be a tool to optimize revenue. However, pricing should not result in driving undesired change. The Swets
view is that there is very much a symbiotic relationship that we have with publishers: When Swets does
well, publishers do well.
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Pricing, business models and open access:
Status quo vs. Apocalypse
Dr. Matthew Cockerill
Publisher, BioMed Central Ltd, London, UK
This paper – with the rather attention-grabbing “apocalypse” in its title – will be about pricing in the
context of open access. Many concerns have been expressed about open access and in the following,
it will be discussed whether this kind of forecasts of apocalypse have any grounding in reality. The
fundamental question in some way is whether those are the alternatives: Do we have to keep the current
model in order to make sure that we do not damage anything? Is the alternative disintegration and
apocalypse? The ongoing discussion shows that this is really not the alternative. We are in the middle of
an information revolution and all industries – not just scientific publishing – are being changed by that.
In many ways, science publishing experienced more gradual changes. We have seen profound changes
for example in how people book travel and how they buy books. In comparison, change in science
publishing has been very incremental. At least on that level, the idea of a sudden apocalypse is curious.
The reason that change here has been so gradual is that there is a lot of inertia in science publishing.
Authors are not going to change their behaviours overnight in terms of what journals they publish in. In
the same manner, librarians certainly do not change their behaviour over night in terms of subscribing
to journals. The development takes a good amount of time. This is great in the sense that it does provide
time for the industry to evolve change and to adapt to the new economic realities of an information-led
business.
However, I would say that the last year has seen more significant changes than ever before in terms
of open access. The fundamental shift is that it is now clear who the ultimate customers of science
publishing are. The scientific funders have started to be more assertive about what they expect from
publishers. Rather then asking what they would like publishers to do, they are putting monetary policy
in place. These policies are saying that our authors are doing that and publishers will have to adapt.
It seems that the era of our publishers dictating what researchers and funding agencies are allowed to
do is over. Even the publishers who have been most sceptical about possibilities and the viability of
open access have all effectively been forced by these new policies of funders to introduce open access
options at least. In response to requirements from funders, we now see open access options in place from
Elsevier, from the Royal Society as well as from the American Chemical Society.
Because of all these new open access options, confusion has arisen about how much it is expected to
cost to publish an open access article. BioMed Central has collated information on that. It is by no means
completely comprehensive, but we have information from the major publishers relevant to bio-medicine
on our web site. It is interesting that the charges vary by at least an order of magnitude. Some of the low
cost publishers like Hindawi, which is fully open access commercial publisher, has charges around 500
dollars. However, if you are a Wellcome funded researcher and want your Cell Press article to be open
access, you have to pay 5,000 dollars – and that is on top of all the subscription fees. It has to be noted
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that for most traditional publishers the open access payment is the icing of the cake as opposed to a full
cost of publishing. It could be argued that it somewhat arbitrary what those prices are. Therefore, it is
useful to try to dig beyond that and find out more about what the costs are.
This includes the question of the revenue per article, which publishers have become used to receiving under the subscription model. A lot more information on that has started to become available. For
example, the American Physical Society is very open about its revenue and the number of articles it
publishes. It indicates that the revenue per article is US $1,900. But we also heard last year’s APE that
an organisation like FEBS (Federation of European Biochemical Societies) receives around US $8,500
in subscription revenue per published article.
There is also very useful information shared by Oxford University Press (OUP) with respects to Nucleic Acids Research, which is a journal that is being fully open access since 2005. They indicated that
under their subscription model they used to receive more than US $4,000 of subscription revenue for
every article they published. Then they went fully open access and introduced to an article processing
charge for open access publication of US $1,900 as full price. It is clear that there is a gap there. To some
extend, this gap has been bridged by continuing print subscriptions. But it is fairly clear from overall
trends that print subscriptions will not continue indefinitely for a fully open access online journal. For
example, OUP has reported that their print subscriptions have declined faster that they would have expected. There is clearly a need for them to adapt, because unless libraries want to continue to subsidize
online via print, there are only two real possibilities: Either the article publication charges have to rise to
reflect the revenue per article with publishers historically become used to, or else the total revenue per
article is going to fall and is going to need lower costs to retain profitability.
Under an open access publishing model, the charges for publication are very visible and transparent. It
is being pointed out by the recent European Commission report that there is the opportunity for effective
competition in a way that there is not the same extent with journals subscriptions. You cannot go to a
different publisher to get a substitute journal. Therefore, the subscription model is not price competitive
in the same way. But if authors and authors’ funders have a choice between going to a journal which
charges US $10,000 or a journal which charges US $1,000, there is the potential for significant competition. Therefore, we would expect that there is going to be downward pressure on open access charges.
It will not be possible simply to say what we used to get US $4,000 of subscription revenue, so we are
going to introduce a US $4,000 charge. If other publishers can provide the same service with the same
impact factors and the same quality of journal, then there will be pressure to say you are going to have
to become more efficient. The consequence is that efficient publishers will do well, but less efficient
publishers will not be able to get the same profits they become used to, if they cannot become more
efficient.
One of the central misunderstandings in relation to open access publishing regarding charging, pricing
and sustainability is the idea that open access equals author-pays in the sense of the author coordinating
the funding. Within bio-medicine, the prevalence of investigator-led grants driving author funding has
meant that the availability of those research funds has been a catalyst to make possible a move towards
open access. This move has thus been particularly rapid in bio-medicine. There are some advantages to
a direct coupling between researcher funds and publication costs, because is means that as particularly
field grow and more money is thrown into that area, there is an accompanying availability of money
to pay for publication of more research. Whereas if an area suddenly grows and there is a need for
a lot more journals in that area, it is not necessarily the case that library funds will expand to ensure
that research is communicated. By having settled that, the model of taking funds from investigators
grounds, in order to pay the costs of publication is not necessarily the only model and certainly not
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guaranteed to be the best one in long term. In terms of other models that are actively being used right
now, one is the provision of central institutional funds to cover the costs of open access publication. We
see that with what the Wellcome Trust has done. It does not simply say to funding recipients that they
can use some of those funds for open access and are encouraged to do so. It actually makes separate
funds available and provides them at the institutional level. This has many benefits. One of them is that
the timing of publication of the results of some research is not necessarily correlated perfectly with
when the grant is received and when the grant runs out. Furthermore, not all publications are necessarily
directly associated with grants. By smoothing that process out and making funds available, it can help
to encourage authors and make it possible for authors to publish without having to sacrifice their own
grant funds.
What is more, we also see that a large number of journals do not have visible costs to be passed on
to either the authors or their institutions, because they are supported by some organisations. There is a
growing number of journals, which are supported by an organisation, a society or an institute that treats
the journal as parts of its mission. In this case, the journal is made available with no charges to either
authors or readers. That is an increasingly common model and there is nothing fundamentally wrong
with that model. A large fraction of the journals in the Directory of Open Access Journals are run along
such a model. This is a related model to the interesting developments in particle physics, where CERN
has been working to create a consortium of leading particle physics labs, who centrally support the cost
of publishing in particle physics. CERN’s activities are being stimulated by the deadline of the switching
on of the Large Hadron Collider, which is an enormous physics project that has the potential to answer
the most fundamental questions about the building blocks of the physical universe. After several decades
of planning it is in the final stages of construction and testing. The first experimental results are expected
to be published in early 2008. Late last year following various previous meetings and discussions on
the issue of open access, CERN set up a working party with a very concrete mission: It is to put in
place a structure to ensure that by the beginning of 2008 all the particle physics research coming out
of CERN would be 100 percent open access – whatever journal it appears in. In terms of the schedule,
the actual membership of that consortium is expected to be finalized this February. The most interesting
thing about this strategy is that in the past policies always have to be formulated based what is acceptable
towards publishers.
However, CERN found a critical mass of publishers who said that they will offer this open access
publication route. CERN then announced that it is going to go that route. It is unwilling, after having
spent several decades on the Large Hadron Collider, to allow the research from that project to be given
away to a commercial publisher, if it is not going to be open access. By making these statements, CERN
was able to actually change fundamental rules of the game so that in the end all major publishers have
come into line. However, the important difference is that CERN did not wait for the publishers to agree.
This interesting example shows that customers realize that they can change the rules of the game.
There is another very important model, which is having an increasing impact and which all publishers
need to be aware of. This is that the technology for running journals is now increasingly freely accessible.
There are open source systems for running peer-reviewed journals. It is an entirely valid option for a
group of academics to run their own journal. It is not necessarily a cheap way of running a journal.
It could be argued that is a way of, rather than reducing the costs of operating a journals, to sweep
those costs under the carpet, i.e. that all of the associated administrative expense for running a journal
are simply absorbed within academic budgets. This may not be most efficient. But it does signify that
publishers have a responsibility to persuade the academic community that the publishers add value and
that it is worthwhile for academics to outsource the running of journals to publishers. It is not enough
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for publishers to assume that it is their prerogative to control the communication of academic research.
They have to demonstrate that they can add value. This relates the pricing as well: rather than looking
backwards to say “this is how much we used to charge for the service of article in times where we were
the only ones who could offer such service”, it now becomes necessary to look at what the value added
is and what price is acceptable for the community.
The last section of this paper will look at one particular way in which publishers can look forwards
and identify opportunities for adding value and expanding the publishing market place. This way relates
to the changes brought about by the information revolution. An important change is the fact that the
barriers, which exist to creating and sharing content, have become much lower. This can be seen this for
example in the area of video production. In this area, it used to be that both the necessary equipment and
the channels to distribute that information, were simply only available to a few very large organisations.
But that has fundamentally changed in a very short period of time. We see the fact that there can be
a huge impact for material that is created by many different individuals and shared using technology
such as YouTube. This may threaten several existing businesses, but it also creates a whole collection
of new business models, which can prove to be very profitable. Therefore the question is whether there
are analogies to that in STM publishing. BioMed Central is working on one such area, where we have
recently launched a journal of medical case reports. Historically, case reports have been a sort of poor
sibling with respect to scientific articles. It could be argued that an individual case report is not statistically valid and therefore not proper research in a certain sense. If a journal publishes a case report, it
will not get high citations and not a high impact factor. However, case reports collected in large numbers
have the potential to be significant contributions to medical knowledge. Therefore, BioMed Central is
aiming to not simply run a standard journal but to use Web 2.0 technology to make it easy for practitioners – who perhaps would not typically publish a research article – to be able submit details of a case
report that has interest for a particularly reason. We are going to a lot of effort to make sure we make
those submissions as automatically processible as possible while still going through an adequate peer
review process. Rather than offering simply a browsable journal, we will have a very structured database
to allow people to ask complicated questions of this case report collection to find out patterns within the
data. It is also true from a pricing point of view that we are not talking about funded researchers, but
mainly about practitioners. Therefore saying it is going to cost US $4,000 the publish is not going to
work. We introduced it with a starting publication charge of £250, but we hope to be able to reduce that
with the greater use of technology.
In conclusion, it seems not adequate for the publishing industry to think purely in terms of how to
preserve yesterday’s model. It is important that we all recognize the change is not inherently a bad
thing. At the same time some businesses may be shrinking and disappearing, there is a whole host of
undiscovered new business possibilities and those in the areas we need to be exploring.
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Academic publishing in Europe:
Looking ahead
Berlin, 24 January 2007 Closing speech at the Academic Publishing in Europe 2007
Conference: Innovation and Publishing
Jean-Michel Baer
Director of “Science, Economy and Society”, Research Directorate-General, European Commission

Introduction
Dear Arnoud de Kemp, Ladies and Gentlemen,
First of all, I wish to thank the organisers of this event for inviting me to give the closing address
of this year’s Academic Publishing in Europe conference. I would also like to state that the European
Commission has been very pleased to support the pre-conference training day that took place on Monday.
I congratulate everyone present for the stimulating and rich discussion there has been over the past days.
I am here today to represent the views and express the support of the European Commission for
progress and innovation within the academic publishing sector. I will address three points.
First I will briefly explain why the European Commission is interested in innovation within the academic publishing sector.
Second, I will describe what the Commission sees as some of the challenges that lie ahead.
Third, I will suggest how we can make progress together on the path towards innovation and dissemination of knowledge.
First, why does the Commission care about innovation within the academic publishing sector?
The context in which I see room for common progress and collaboration in the field of innovative
publishing is the construction of the European Research Area which pursues the goal of improving the
performance of Europe as a knowledge society. It is an “internal market” for European researchers that
structures the European research fabric and coordinates national research activities.
A successful European Research Area depends on a healthy and efficient academic publishing system. The academic publishing system determines access to and dissemination of research results, which
form the basis for future knowledge. It also is central for peer review, the key certification and quality
assurance mechanism within the scientific community.
All in all, a healthy academic publishing system stimulates research innovation and excellence, thus
supporting the growth of the knowledge society and Lisbon objectives, based on the premise that Europe
must become “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world”.
0167-5265/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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Second, what does the Commission see as the main challenges in the field of academic publishing?
Academic publishing has become an area of heated debate over the past years, both in Europe and
worldwide. This has occurred at the same time as the digital revolution, and the development and increasing importance of the knowledge society.
The digital revolution offers new possibilities for improved access and dissemination. It has profoundly changed academic publishing – from the services requested to the types of jobs in the publishing industry. The publishing industry has risen to the challenge by investing considerably in new tools,
services and technologies.
European Activities connected with this overall goal are the Framework Programme for Research and
Development, and the i2010 strategy for the information society, which promotes an open and competitive digital economy.
The digital revolution and the need to move towards a stronger knowledge society offer challenges
to academic publishing. On the one hand, industry is under pressure to innovate in terms of methods,
models and technologies. On the other hand, publishers benefit from a market that is developing thanks
to the growing demand for dissemination of knowledge and the demand for diversity.
The research community has been increasingly attentive to these trends. As you know, the area of
publication of scientific journals has been especially scrutinised over recent years.
The research community appreciates the advances that have been made and the new services provided.
But at the same time there is a feeling that alternative publishing models may be more advantageous for
the research community.
In this context, recent events have shown that there is an increasing push from the research community
towards improving access to research publications. The Berlin Declaration of 2003 states that “our mission of disseminating knowledge is only half complete if the information is not made widely and readily
available to society”. It suggests “Open Access”, a concept well known by this audience, as a way in
which to address this challenge.
Research organisations and funding bodies in Europe and elsewhere are taking this call seriously by
developing positions and policies. A prominent example is the Wellcome Trust, which recently has set
down that it requires the publications that it has supported financially to be deposited within six months
of publication in a journal.
Further European examples of similar policies are the French CNRS’s “Hyper Article en Ligne” open
archive initiative, and the German Research Foundation’s request for researchers to make peer-reviewed
articles from research they fund openly accessible within six to twelve months. There are also several
non-European examples of this trend, including the NIH’s Public Access Policy in the United States.
In December of 2006, two concrete signals were given at the European level. The first signal came
from the European Research Advisory Board, also known as EURAB, a European advisory group composed of 50% research community representatives and 50% industry representatives. EURAB published
an opinion entitled “Scientific publication: Policy on Open Access”. In this report, EURAB recommends
that the European Commission – I quote:
Consider mandating all researchers funded under [the seventh Framework Programme] to lodge their
publications resulting from EC-funded research in an open access repository as soon as possible after
publication, to be made accessible within 6 months at the latest.
A second clear signal came from the Scientific Council of the newly created European Research
Council, Europe’s new funding body for frontier research. It stated its – I quote:
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Firm intention [. . .] to issue specific guidelines for the mandatory deposit in open access repositories
of research results [. . .] obtained thanks to ERC grants.
In the context of this increasing demand for improved efficiency and support of the dissemination of
scientific knowledge, the European Commission has started to study the evolution of scientific publishing
activities.
The European Commission is concerned with improving the impact of research on society and on
the development of knowledge. And this is intimately linked with the dissemination of results of the
research that the Commission finances.
2007 is the year in which the Community’s Seventh Framework Programme is being launched. Over
the next seven years, more than 50 billion euros will be spent on research. The European Commission
must get a good return on investment in order to develop the European Research Area, the European
knowledge society, and to be able to benefit society-at-large.
So far, funding bodies and the public purse more generally have tended to contribute several times to
the research process. They fund the research to be performed through research grants. They also support
peer review in the sense that they usually pay reviewers’ salaries. Finally, they often acquire the finished
publications for research organisations in the form of scientific journals.
From the point of view of a research funding body, it therefore seems that there is room to improve
and maximise the impact of research on society and on the development of knowledge.
This point has been made by the Study we commissioned on “the economic and technical evolution
of the scientific publication markets in Europe”. This Study was presented to you at the 2006 APE
conference.
Among the concerns pointed out by this Study were rising costs of journal subscriptions and fiscal
obstacles, for example high VAT on electronic publications. These and other elements prevent the maximisation of research result dissemination to the research community and society.
This Study raised considerable interest within the scholarly publishing community. It was consulted
over 50,000 times on the Commission’s website and led to a public consultation.
Evolution is inevitable. Evolution in the academic publishing sector, evolution in universities’ and
funding bodies’ policies, and evolution in the perceptions of researchers, politicians and the public-atlarge.
The European Commission recognises the fundamental importance of access to, and dissemination
and preservation of scientific publications. For us, the dissemination of the results from the research that
we fund is a key issue.

Third, in this situation, how can we make progress towards innovation and dissemination of
knowledge?
The exact mechanisms by which access and dissemination should be improved are yet to be determined in a policy process that is only just beginning at the European level.
A forthcoming European Commission Communication on access, dissemination and preservation of
scientific information is being developed together by the Commissioner for Science and Research Janz
Potočnik and by the Commissioner for Information Society and Media Viviane Reding.
This Communication will highlight that an open and constructive policy debate is necessary to move
forward. The best way to move forward should be developed through dialogue and co-operation among
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European institutions, Member States, industry and all other stakeholders involved in an effort to find
balanced solutions.
This Communication will also encourage experimentation with possible future publishing models in
order to arrive at an answer on how access and dissemination can be improved, and how preservation of
digital material can be ensured.
What are the principles that should underpin the search for solutions?
First, evolution can be encouraged by Europe, but the main instruments for change must be put in
place by the Member States. The European Union can give impulses, but it is up to Member States to
take concrete action.
For example, in the area of digital preservation of scientific information, the European Commission
can fund networks and projects to develop strategies and best practice. But it is up to the Member States
to develop coordination strategies through open dialogue.
Second, evolution must happen in an inclusive manner that takes into account the needs of all stakeholders. We must look for solutions that make use of all the players’ strengths. Academic publishers
play a crucial role in this respect. They have developed invaluable know-how and experience that make
them well-placed to provide editors and editorial boards and to organise the peer review process.
The Commission has no intention of being directive on the question of innovation in publishing. It will
be up to publishers, supported where appropriate as part of European projects and networks, to develop
the best ways in which to innovate.
Third, evolution should be designed in a way that brings forth a win-win situation. Improved access
and dissemination to research results will also lead to a thriving European Research Area and a growth
of research activities. This in turn will generate more publishing activity. The European Research Area
needs publishers to deal with this increased demand for innovative and timely services. The final aim
should be an overall growth of the scientific publication market so that both the European Research Area
and the publishing industry can benefit.
In conclusion, let me reiterate that, for the reasons I have outlined, evolution is inevitable. The digital
age and growing importance of the knowledge society make it necessary to adapt the current scientific
publishing system, and to improve access to and dissemination of research results.
All players involved in this debate must move beyond the present state of the debate, which often
seems polarised and does not appear to seek real compromise.
We must address possible options for change together, with the goal of devising a win-win situation.
Through increasing research activity, the market will grow, with more opportunities for business and
innovation to go around.
And now let me close by reiterating what I started out with: I once again wish to express my thanks
and congratulations to the organisers of APE 2007, to the speakers that have shared their views and
knowledge, and to the participants that have engaged in the debate on innovation in academic publishing.
Each and every one of you has made this event stimulating, rich and memorable.
Thank you very much.
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